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AN INFIELD OUT
Chapter One
The guy's eyes are like line drives coming from the

lights behind home:

the mo6qu.i.toe6 .i.n 066 the 4.i.ve4, la6t

06 the 6.i.xth, the l.i.ght6 only on 604 an .i.nn.i.ng; 6eel.i.ng
yellow l.i.k.e 6undown had been ovu th.i.4d beh.i.nd the 6habby
bleae.hu6, when a <.4ae.k that 6ound6 l.i.ke hal6 a l,.i.e.ko4y t4ee
ha6 6napped .i.n the wood6 b4.i.ng6 the. ball low and ha4d ove4
whe4e the 6ho4t6top W<16n't and you bette4 d.i.g au to even
get a jump at .i.t •.. the guy's eyes are like that.
Everybody looks alike in this jet that's big as a barnyard.

I wonder where we are.

Wake Island.

From Seattle to, I think,

I was only half awake for Wake Island because

me and some guy from Phoenix sneaked a bottle of bourbon
into the fence .

They goddamn loe.k you .i.n a 6enee 24 hou46

be.604<?. you4 6l.i.ght.

I heard some officers call the com-

pound full of guys going over "The Bullpen."

604 that bou4bon 64om a e.ook.
man, good.

F.i.6te.e.n bue.k6

F.i.6teen bue.k6 but manohmanoh-

So I was passed out all the way to Wake Island

and when I woke up I felt so alone.
Even though all the guys in the plane look like me.
Like a box of play soldiers.

Somehow everybody around the

airport looked inanimate, inflated, not real.
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Wake Island Wake Island Wake Island Wake
CHATTER, I a.m c.ha.ttu.i.ng my6el6.

[Th.i.6 gu.y c.a.n't h.i.t a.

B1ta.hma. bu.ll '6 a.66 ba.by, th1tow .i.t by h.i.m. J Chattering to keep
awake .

Drifting like a popfly drifts, the threads turning .
When you're there in time to see em spiral slow down you can

make it slap the pocket loud.

The l.i.nu on the ea.Jttl, mu.6t

The wing of the plane points

tu.Jtn l.i.ke ba.6eba.ll thJtea.d6.

steady at the light dot of rock while we spiral down; the
seat belt feels too tight

I gotta piss

wakes up, and everything is upsidedown.

the guy beside me
I feel like I am

the island watching the plane spiral down.
on my back in the woods back home .

I think of lying

La.y.i.ng theJte 6oJt ha.l6 a.n

hou.Jt a.nd c.hec.ked the Jt.i.6le 6.i.X oJt e.i.gl,t t.i.mu be601te the
u.ndM.6.i.de 06 lea.vu 6a.ll out 06 the bla.c.k m01tn.i.ng •..
11

Fall out!"

The officer screams it.

No reason to

scream.

Okinawa is another airport.

The Army world is air-

ports--stepping stones to the whore's door .
"Ungoddarnnly hot here.

I'd rather be home ."

Those line-drive eyes talking to everybody else as we
line out of the plane onto hot black asphalt.
The only way the army has changed me in four months is
change the direction I look.
11

•••

Nowhere,

to a yellow line.

11

some Lifer directs us like a traffic cop,

Ma.ybe c.ha.ng e the nec.k a.hea.d o 6 you .i.6 the

3

a.lpha.be.t ge.t.i 0u.clle.d u.p; ma.ybe. cha.nge. the. BO bu-<.de. you. •••
o~d-<.na.~-<.ly ju.it 6u.ck-<.n' <1p-<.n you. a.~ou.nd a.nd pu.t you. -<.n a.
l-<.ne..
11 • • •

Ok-i-fuckin-nowhere, that's where you guys are now,

11

the cop-Lifer says.
Oki-fuckino-where is crisscrossed by red and yellow;
red lines lead two directions and yellow ones run perpendi-

cular.

The plane is straddling a red one.

into line on a yellow one looking East.
where, they even paint you a line.

We are spilling

Here, Okifuckino-

Red lines, yellow lines.

We are jungle-green mocking birds .
"US 55 9er 4 9er one.''
11

Here.

11

us 315466 .•.• "
ETC.

Standing in that heat completely Olive Drab.

Like a truckload of fryer hens, all so alike.
11

Gabriel Stoick," I say loudly to his line-drive eyes,

"from Cincinnati."
11

I I m Albert Steven Swanson, answer to 'Ass, ' hail from

Kansas City, and I'd rather be there instead of here ," he

says.
"You and me both.

11

Our line moves toward the tropical webbing that pushes
thick against the airport concrete:

vines as thick as tele-

phone poles wound around above into each other and into some
stubby trees that don't have tops; above, the tower of the

terminal looking out on the landing field like it was a
rooster looking at us slaughter hens.
In we go to a path that is almost invisible from the
runways; another open area where most of the men are sitting

in red dust.

No one has anything to do.

Here and there

some guy is reading but most of em are grouped into fours

and fives.

Squatting or sitting in the dust talking about

Yesterday or a Week Ago.
Albert Steven Swanson sprawls into the dust and pulls
his hat over his eyes.

He is lanky; his legs look like they

grew twice as fast as the rest of his body, and his uniform

is funny.

His shirt bags out like it is full of air and his

pants are about the right length but balloons.
11

How long you reckon we'll be laying around this here

hole?" he says.
"Not long enough.

The next stop is the big one, I'm

sure of that."
0

The big one.

neath his hat.

I like that, Gabe," he says from under-

He says it again and the bill of his Army

baseball hat is so low all J can see is a smile on his
mouth.

Another plane comes in; a military transport, camou-

flaged in the colors of jungle this airport is hacked from.
But I'm not ready for the load of guys that streams out:
not in any line.
couple laughs.
yells.

-- ~

One tall guy kisses the ground and gets a
A voice says to get in line and the kisser

5

11

Fuck off, Lifer, the war was yesterday."

Marines .

And fuckin-A filthy.

Pimples galore, jags of

beard , in OD 1 s that are torn and stretched and not even Olive

Drab, but permanently red, rust, the color of the dust.

'l'he

first ones that come into the clearing pass the word back to
the others still on the airfield:
"Hey, goddamn," one yells, "Get a load of these newby
dudes!

11

And as they come in with enormous packs, every single

one stands a minute and eyeballs us.

They are ragged, they

stink; there is little difference between the color of their
jungle utilities and their faces; they carry rucksacks that
are like the jungle too:

packed to the limit, things tied

on with shoelaces, bandoliers of machine-gun ammo strung
around like the vines.
seen, and then some:

They've got every weapon I've ever
mostly rifles, M-16 1 s, that are

scratched, chipped, taped together; there are M-60 machine
guns and a few grenade launchers.

Almost all of them have

grenades tied on to their rucks and everyone who has a hat
on has a Boonie Hat on--a camouflaged compromise between a
derby and a Nor'wester.

"Goddamn , " Ass comes off his back and pushes his base-

ball cap back, then just sits there, eyes line-driving the
other guys.

A short Marine comes over and stands staring

back at Ass who is staring only because he can't help it:

I ean't quite believe my

eyec.

The Marine asks if anybody is from the City and the guy
beside us answers Oklahoma City .
11

0h Jesus, just what we need in this war, a bunch

0

1

dumbfucker clodhoppers . "
The f i rst few minutes of conversation are like that.
We are completely foreign--antagonistic--to each other.

As

more Ma r ines come and spread thro ughout the clearing the con-

ve r sations change.
got t'is ahhcent

11 )

Chauncey ( "They call me Chauncey cause I
wants to know who is leading the American

League and if the '69 Chevies come stock with FM radios , as

says the newest guy in his platoon .
"Where'd ya get those hats? 11 Ass asks eventually .
11

Quan Tri.

We 're up near the Z.

1

Course they have em

everywhere; you'd best get one if you go to the Field."
He takes his off and gives it to us.

It is shapeless,

actually, has been rolled, crammed, and wadded so often by
now it doesn't have a shape.

inkings:

It is covered with souvenir

a calendar with days X'd off; the names of places

he has been; it has

11

God is my pointman 11 in red ink.

Like

the rucks they have, their hats are personal, individual.

They look less alike than us new guys.
"Keep your pot closeby though," he says,
crawl up inside that fucker s ometime."

"you' 11 wanna

He s l a ps hi s steel

helmet that hangs on the bottom of his ruck.

He lights a

cigarette.
11

Been in the field for seven months and been getting the

shit kicked out of us for a solid week so they lifted us out,
too many guys losing it, know what I mean? 11

"Guys going crazy , huh ... "
"Going , going, and gone--that's all there is left of us,

y'know?

I flipped my own damn self, couldn't've taken an-

other two days ... Fuckin-A lost it.

11

His eyes get like quartz

in the face grimed red.
There is something so COMMON to all of them.
of things hanging around their necks:
taped together so not to rattle;

All kinds

they wear dog tags

some have rosaries, some

have beads, five and six strings, or silver crosses, crude

peace medals ("Good way to pass a night:

heat a shotgun

round until the lead is soft enough to pour, carve a mold in

a bar of soap if you can get hold of one, make yourself a
peace sign--drives the Officers fuckin-A mental, but the y
ain't gonna say anything to you out there in the Field, don't

want their shit blown a-,;ay next fire- fight .") and there is no
extra flesh on the hundred of them.

They are all, in fact,

skinny . .. and HIGH or getting that way.

One guys pulls out a

bag of dope that is big as a softball and rolls a joint eight
inches long out of some C-ration toilet paper, and when I get
a hit I know it ain 1 t anything like the dope I've ever had.

My mind begins to float like a popfly hangs, between these

veterans a nd

home:

oqu-i.JLJLel oeaoon w-i.ll open -i.n thJLee week.o .. • bJLo-

thu Bob w-i.ll be uo-i.ng that Rem-i.ngton.

I' ll be , goddamn,

8

h,rnt-i.119 V-i.et11<1mue w-lth a Jt.l6le l-i.ke lay6 hue now.
[a

Pla6t-i.c!

goddamn Mattell? thJtee pound6? ] .. . VJtaw a eaJtly-moJtn.lng

bead 011 a knothole to 6tay a.wake ju6t -i.n ca6e a ta-i.l dJtop6
Jted thJtoug 1, the bo bb-i.ng bluJt o 6 them SugaJtmaplu,

just in

case they cancel this fuckin war and I get back for opening
day, just in case ...

For maybe twenty-four hours the war machine breaks down
somehow , somewhere.

The Marines can't leave until something

and we are held up by a halt somewhere.

Little by little we

mingle with the vets, but there i s a constant gap of experi-

ence that keeps hold of the conversations, the feelings, the
looks , even the laughs.
I keep tripping on the differences in their hats and
ours.

Ours are all alike:

Army , Olivedrab , baseball hats.

The tags inside all read the same

(Cap, man's, cotton, 0G

107 DSA 100-65 ..• ETC) but all their Boonie Hats read different ,

FUCK THE ARMY/STOP UGLY CHILDREN, STERILIZE LBJ/
WEST BYGOD VIRGINIA/TRY A LITTLE TENDERNESS/WAR
IS HELL AND HAZARDOUS TO MY HEALTH .. .

ii.
Tirneout is over when light comes in the morning.
line into the plane.

for my gut to roll up like a tumblebug .
who hasn ' t

Y7e

Only a few minutes of air' time, enough

The guy beside me

said anything all the way over is picked out of

the alphabet because he gets a message of trouble at home.
His features don ' t change when they tell him:

plucked out of

9

this goddamn war basket and spun around for home, he is calm.

Maybe catatonic.

He is led to another line that goes away.

So the alphabet moves one cog, and Albert Steven Swanson
brings his ditty bag, his comic books, portable checkers set,
and his line-drive eyes, beside me.
"Well, y' reckon the war will be over by tomorrow?"

"I doubt it, they can't decide what shape to make the
peace table."

"Wonder why they don't make it the shape of a pile of
shit? 11

I try to read .
out.

Ass sits next to the window and looks

When I give up the book we are flying through clouds

the color of mom 1 s hair.
When we begin to drop he says "Here we go" so when we
land I say "Here we are."

Cam Rahn Bay.

I keep thinking of what myUnclesherUnclesyourUncles
said about the Other War.

And what the Marines had said,

had implied, had been ...•
Cam Rahn Bay doesn't look anything like I imagined it:

And 1 imagined it., imagined, imagined it..

When we are coming

in low the village itself looks like a pile of wood chips
does.
We get processed through the airport, put in a bus.

The

compound is centered around the airport I think, but I can't

tell how big it must be.
trucks on the roads.

There are nothing but buses, jeeps,

For one short distance we cross through

10
some gates and drive for five minutes through what looks like
sand dunes:

but all along the road is concertina wire spun

in three rows with guard towers every so often.

outside the Army base,
part of the road.

This must be

There are Vietnamese walking along

And there is a scrapped tank that is

swarming with little naked kids.

There is constant noise:

the high whine of the bus's diesel engine, planes landing and
taking off every minute, helicopters.
I can see the village now and then through the sandhills.
Ungoddamnly low.

No buildings higher than maybe two stories.

Looks like a bad slum by a freeway,

When we are approaching

another part of the compound the road is flanked by sandbagged watchtowers.
slower now,

Men hang out of some of them as we go by

'!'hey yell.

11

God pity Eleven Bravos."

11

1 1 11 be eating your sister and your wife in twenty

days."
11

Peace, brothers."

No one is the buses yells back.

Eventually we stop and

line into lines that line into ranks that line-drive into a

messhall, eat in twenty minutes and line again in front of a

staff sergeant.
11

Men, welcome to Vietnam."

The NCO is young but wrink-

led and squints into the sun behind us.

He gravels on in a

voice that must have been saying the same thing for a year.
"Since there are very few VC left around here you will

11

not be issued weapons until you get ready to go to your units .

Anybody who doesn't have his dogtags go to the line over
there.

You must have two dcgtags all the time in Vietnam.

If you get blown away, somebody will shove a tag between your
teeth and kick your jaw shut, so we don't ship the wrong bag
of guts to your mama.

Any questions?"

I think of a million different things while we go from
station to station through air like inside a popcorn machine.
The shots are pneumatic.

Some gum-smacking medic who says he

was a truck driver on the Outside misses my vein somehow the

first time so has to shoot me again in my right arm.

The

next medic is black and has shades on and is a good shot so
only my other arm aches.

Fuckln' tAuckdAlveA?!

We get lectured, told to buy Savings Bonds, warned about
Hanoi Hannah, the blackest clap of em all, ushered to a sand-

bagged chapel (the chaplain is drunk, says see him about any
personal problems) , issued a steel pot and five pair--size
ape--of green underwear.

I get a shower and am sitting outside in my Olivedrab
skivvies, mostly homesick for Monday night football, watching
the airfield in the distance [helicopters, aa many aa theAe

aAe caAa cAoaalng the bAldge 6Aom Kentucky when theAe la a
SatuAday night double-headeA .. . blinking blue lightbeads that
scratch the faraway darkness] when some guy is suddenly beside me and I get the hit he is watching the exact blue beads
I am.

12
We say howdy.

No more.

And he lights a joint and

passes it to me.

"Thanks, this dope is somethingfuckin else, you know
what I mean? 11
11

You new?"

11

His voice is higher than I expect.

Been here almost a day."

"With luck you've only got 364 more.
"No shit.

11

I got one."

That's all I can think of, it seems so in-

credible, and besides the first drag of the dope begins, so
for a flash the helicopters' blinks are like drips, the sky
is on its side.

Then I say "What is it like to make it?"

He squats and grinds the filter into the dirt.

tip joint~!

FilteA-

There is something wrong about the way he holds

his arm but I can't see it clear in the dark.

"I didn't make it whole,

11

he says.

Now I see his arm is

bandaged and strapped to his side.
11

How bad is, uh--"

11

Coulda been my nuts,

11

he says.

"I I ve got all my hand

left ..•. "
11

Good,

I-- 11

"No fingers."

The silence grows a little bit clumsy, or I think it
does because the dope is corning on.

Next thing I know I ask

him how it happened.
11

0n an ambush.

his rifle my way.

---_

_II_______Li

A noise and some FNG panicked and laid

Simple.

11

13
11

FNG?"

11

Fuckin New Guy.

You' 11 see.

They 1 re all alike.

I I m Lonesome.

You're one.

11

"Me too, and I just got here."

"Well, you can have my name then.

I'll be getting my

real name, Charles, back by the time you get to your unit.
The old guys handled me Lonesome because I built a one-man

hootch.

11

He stands up.

that?

One more day of that fuckin' hospital and I get on my

11

I 1 m done here.

Can you dig on

freedom bird, simple like that I say, and in a hundred hours
I'll be Charley again, minus a bit.

Meanwhile I get Morphine

during the day and go shopping at night in the village--three
bucks for Opium and a blowjob, can you dig it?

I'm going now,

you best come you'll be in the boonies q uicklike, no ass for
months, I don't want to go by myself tonight.

You might get

hit tomorrow, wattaya say?"

all eome6 60 6a•t beeau6e I'm Loaded by now, that I'm
honest:
'' I'm scared shitless.

11

Lonesome helps me sneak out of my area and has a cook
ready to cover for me if it comes to that so we're soon on

our way to the bunkerline.

On the way he tells me fear ain't

shit, . the hard part is keeping sane somehow--but maybe that's
fear afterall--and pretty soon we get talking about hats for
some reason.

"I gotta get rid of this FNG baseball cap, don't I?"

14
"First step,
say.

11

he says.

"First act of rebellion, might

Get hold of a Boonie Hat.

It's like a badge.

Field it's like a wife, can you dig on that?

In the

I mean, Army

gives you a number, keeps track of you by that number, everything else.

You 1 re an Eleven, rifleman, right?

You gotta

shake that off to remember you're an ordinary dude and not
just a number, can you--"
11

Dig it," I say.

I can see him smile in the light from

the bunkerline.
The perimeter is guard towers beaded together on concertina wire.

Our side is dark but the outside is lit up bright

by big spotlights mounted on top of the guard towers.
He stops in back of Bunker 23 and yells, "Three times
23 is 69."
A flashlight shines from the window of the bunker and a
voice comes from where it goes out,

"Wanna get the clap, eh

Lonesome?"
11

1 got the Jones, man, gotta get some of that cross-

mounted pussy since I'll be a gone mothafucker tomorrow at
noon buddy my bird'll be here at twelve bells and I gotta do
some last-minute shopping."
11

What 1 s in it for us, my man?"

"The best they got."
11

Wait one.

11

And the spotlight on the front of the bunker goes out.
Lonesome signals through a break in the wire, and we are soon

,' I -

___

__.__._j

15

running down another road on the other side of the lights.
Through the vegetation and immediately in the village.

Just

as immediately into a hut barely lit and a small woman with
black teeth that Lonesome speaks to.

Into another room

through a bamboo curtain where Lonesome is already giving our
order.
11

Mamasan, we want Opium and a blowjob, one at a time."

"Only two girls," she says.

The opium screws my head around a notch so I only half
know or care where I am.

Some memories come backwards:

I'm

again the rock that is Okinawa and I see the plane circle,
but soon see cedar boughs, then the ocean from inside Mrs.

Whitelock' s fifth-grade geography class, then .ln -tli e. wood•

Bobb!f down -the Cll.e.e.k u.ndu. -the o-tl,u. den -t11.e.e. wli e.n a b11.ancl1
a-t the. top

06

my h.lc.koll!f movu--no w.lnd--bu.t ne..ltl,u no bu.6/i

ta.ll, no 6qu.l11.11.e.l 6ac.e. IGOVVAMN, the. woman'• tee.th looked
l.lke. a 6qu.lll11.e.l'6) -to blow away until the girl wipes her

mouth with her left arm which is half gone.

The woman comes

back, Lonesome comes from somewhere and pays; we've got a

chunk of o for the guard.
Getting back to the bunkerline seems like it takes us
two hours.

There are constantly shapes ahead of me and be-

side me, and sounds behind us all the way so it is all I can
do to keep from crying out.

Lonesome hasn't said a thing and

back at the perimeter I notice the camp is the quietest it
has been since I got here.

-- -

I wonder why.

16

Lonesome says goodbye he lives on 3rd street in Logan,
Utah, his last name is Jones,

11

Stay high, keep your fuckin'

head down, and never forget you could get it any time from
here on.

Like I say, good luck.

thing as a coward."

Remember there's no such

Chapter Two

I 1 rn dreaming of the Vietnamese girl but we're in a boat
somewhere and I'm watching her fuck herself with her stub
tattooed with an American flag, and I've got a shirt on made
out of dried rice and water crashes through the door but it 1 s

a garbage can rolling down the aisle of the barracks and when

I'm on my feet I realize I'm slimy sweaty so I dress fast as
I can while the dude that threw the can is saying breakfast

served in five minutes, and only for five minutes in case the
goddamn Chinese send troops in.

He vanishes out the door and

I hustle to take a shit past guys just coming to asking
whathefuck, etc ...

Breakfast doesn't look like anything I ever ate and the
dude serving it has a joke for everybody, must be loaded on
speed he's so fast, tells me he's so short he can sit on a

<link's head and swing his legs.

Afterwards we're put in a line and another sergeant is
facing us with his cap pulled low over his black face.

Ile is

tall and muscular and somehow looks more kind that he sounds.

Ile stands calm with his hands behind his back.

His uniform

is faded but pressed.

"Name I s Browser,

11

he says.

"If there is only one thing

I know, I know most of you mens don't wanna be here noway

nohow, and no more.

I don't neither.
17

I tlon 1 t like it here,

18
and I don 1 t even have to go where some of you

mens do.

There's not much I can say will cheer you up, but that ain't

my job .
Rahn.

My job is to keep you busy while you're here in Carn
There's a chance some of you may go up North early,

there may be empty planes.

So anybody who ain't an Eleven

fall out, get in line, you're gain' on Detail; the Elevens
can hang loose because if there's any room on a plane you'll
ship out today.

Any questions?"

So the rest of them get in another line.

ten other guys go back to the barracks .
writing letters.

Ass, me, maybe

Some guys begin

Ass is reading a new comic book he borrows

from a big Black guy who is whistling and whittling.

He has

a pile of shavings between his legs and some officer comes up

to him and stands there a minute.

The Black guy goes on

whittling for a while, then stops and looks up at the Second
Lieutenant.
"What the hell do you think you're doing, Private? 11 the

Eltee says.
11

Just pass in' the mornin 1

, 11

the guy says.

I can tell

the second luey is pissed but I don't think the Black guy
knows it yet .
"See this," the lieutenant says.

rank.
nYeah ... "

"Yeah!"
"Yeah , sir," he says.

He is pointing at his

19
11

Well, you dumb Black . .. What's your name, Private?"

The Black guy stands up and a lot of shavings fall off
his lap.

I notice some of them land on the Officer's boots.

"'Dumb Black' is close enough, sir smart-ass White.
Just call me Black."

He is really pissed and just as he is

ready to take a swing at the Eltee me and another guy grab
him.

We don't know what the hell to do and neither does the

Lieutenant.

He knows he fucked up though, it's all over his

face that is extra white right now.

His ears are red.

"You better learn to control your temper while you're
here, Private, or you'll end up in LBJ," he says, then walks
off like he's got a corncob up his ass.

We all sit down again and the guy who grabbed the Black
guy with me lights a cigarette and spits the way the Officer
went.

"That guy was a real asshole,

11

he says.

''Hey , uh CallmeBlack," Ass begins, "What's LBJ?"

"Long Bihn Jail."
Ive swap names around after that and the Black guy says
CallmeBlack is fine with him.

There's a guy from New York

who's name is Green so somebody decides he ought to be called

Olive Drab while he's in the Army.
I have to take a dump so I walk down to the latrines.
There is some old woman in there who looks like the woman at

the whorehouse last night.

She is somewhere between the

color of Callmeblack and a feed sack .
four feet tall.

She is tiny, maybe

When I come up she is dragging a fuel can
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over to a cut-off oil drum.

The cut-off drum is the catchpit

for the two-holer outhouse.

Of course it is full of shit and

toilet paper.

Just when I get up to the shithouse the woman

pours some of the fuel into the drum and lights it.
blacker than barn-swallow shit.

Smoke

After it burns a while she

stirs it and it begins burning better again.

I can watch her

through the wall of the shithouse because there is about two
inches between the boards.
around there.

She doesn 1 t even act like I am

She is chewing something and spits it out

every so often at the burning shit.

the mantVLe 6pJt.eadu.
he 6ay6.

Grandaddy comes to me

"Sh-lt -l6 the beg-lnn-lng o 6 eueJt.ytlt-lng, ''

I am tak,lng a leak by the wagon and watch-lng Ele-

mental 6chool pJt.act,lc.e ,ln ShoJt.deJt. '6 6.le.f.d acJt.ou the cJt.eek.
I wonder why I am flashing all the way back to when I was a
kid.

ii.
They come and get us about noon.
AirForce.

A Cargo plane.

The plane this time is

It is camouflaged too, like the

ones the Marines had landed in Okinawa.

c.f.o6eJt. to the waJt. too 6a6t.

Oh no we'Jt.e gett.lng

The props of the plane remind me

of the ceiling fans at The Depot Restaurant on River Street,

except these mothas swallow this putrid air of the landing
strip like a carp taking doughballs.

We squeeze into the

back section and the hatchdoor slams shut.

Some Air Force

guys strap us into belts that go all the way across the plane:
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five guys into one belt.
gile:

The inside of the plane looks fra-

it is crossed by steel struts and the panels between

the struts vibrate in the suck of the propellers, more yet
when we're taxi-ing over the bumpy runway.

When we lift, the

cases of supplies in front of us slide our way a bit.
plain scared.

I feel

Scared this plane is junk, scared of getting

shot down, scared I'll crack up before I even get to my rifle
unit, I'm so scared.

I begin remembering playing in an aban-

doned school bus that sat in a big sinkhole behind the school.
Playing war.

When it rained and thundered and the wind blew

we pretended we were in a tank because that old shell rocked
and its rattles were identical to these that increase when we
come down on another airport that looks the same as all the
others but is smaller.

The jungle is closer and greener;

we're in Kontum Province, Central Highlands, near Cambodia.
At Supply we get a ru?ksack that's an aluminum frame and
a canvas bag with a million little pockets on it.

It seems

really silly when it is empty, like a Christmas present from
an aunt that I don't know what to do with.

After a while I

get it more and more full, learn a way of stringing it onto
the frame, and it feels like home.

It is wadded full of some

jungle utes, a poncho and poncho liner, my steel pot, a Red
Cross pacquet that has shaving cream, stationery, a pocket
Bible, and a smaller package with three moist towels like at
a restaurant.

We get a Geneva convention card too, with the

rules of the war.

-
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"You're shitting me," one guy :: says.

11

What the fuck is

this, a game of checkers?"
11

Dig this:

Torturing of prisoners is illegal.

I wish

this was printed in Gooktalk instead of English."

Then we get to go to the PX.

I get a carton of cigar-

ettes and a boonie hat and cram them in my ruck.
Ass buys comics, a boonie hat, and candy bars that quick

melt in his pocket and attract huge bugs.

He buys two strings

of beads too and gives me one set .
"That way," he says, "I can see you in that ungoddamnly-

dark jungle at night."
When we get back from the PX there is a guy from Headquarters there and he says to pack up.

We are supposed to

get our gear together and go down to the Helicopter Pad because there's a chance we might get out in the afternoon.
The pad area is fenced off by extra concertina.

The

actual landing pad for the helicopters is only big enough for
two supply helicopters to land at a time.

It is made out of

what looks like roof decking except it is Olive Drab like
everything else.

This area is outside the main perimeter too,

so for the first time I can get a daytime view of some of the
country, but not much.

Along the perimeter line there are

little round clouds of red dust that look like giant beads
above the bunkerline.

The clouds come from helicopters land-

ing and taking off.
All the way around the landing pad are stacks of supplies:

-
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ammo in metal cans; C-rations in wired cardboard casesi red
nylon bags that I think are mail; huge blocks of ice.
of different stuff.

A lot

When we get near the pad the guy who is

running things smiles at us.

He is wearing a headset and

directing the supply choppers in.

When one lands he comes

over to us with that same big smile.

It is obvious that the

five of us are new--even if we knew what to do, our clothes
are telltale.

Be is wearing a teeshirt that is torn so his

scarred chest shows.

I wonder if the scar is what is left of

a wound.
11

You guys gain' out, eh?"

chopper doesn't shut down.

He has to yell because the

"It'll be quite a while so mean-

time start loading that bird with those cases of C's.

11

He

points to a pile, then goes over to talk into his radio to
the pilots.
The cases of C's are heavy.

We hand them inside to the

door gunners who stack them all around their seat.

Another

six or eight birds come in and get their load then fly out
again.
Company.

I wonder if they are going where we are, to Echo
I know there are five Companies in a Battalian and

I wonder if all five are together, or what?
couple hours there helping to load the birds .

We spend another
All the time

there are other helicopters going to other pads:
two other Pad Zones from where we are.

I can see

After he loads an-

other bird with C-rations the Padman tells us to get ready,
that we'll go out on the second bird:

..,,,

-
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the first one is going
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to take the mail.
The mail goes and my nuts draw tighter; my stomach and

groin feel like they are stitched together and I can't tell

if I'm altogether scared, or maybe hungry too.

I go over to

a water trailer for a drink just as the bird comes in low

over the jungle and slows like a hockey player slows, glides
up and bobs onto the pad, bounces, lays there with the pilots
helmeted and looking like two of a million eyes on a giant

fly.

When we get in--the five of us and a leftover mail

sack--the door gunner smiles but I can't tell if he is smil-

ing at us or at what is said to him through his headset.
engine gains power and seems wound as tight as I am .

is no other possible sound but the pulsing motor .

The

There

The gunner

hitches up his machine gun and points at my rifle then at my
ammo clips and I load the gun with hands that pulsate like
the helicopter itself .
feet hang outside.

We sit on the chopper's floor and our

When the sound is so intense I think some-

thing is wrong, the bird lifts, bobbles, and rises slowly
above the Base Camp Compound that is nearly as red as the
mail sacks from the air.

Helicopters pop up from other pads of the big camp and
spoke every direction:

towards the setting sun, towards the

fuselike river, towards the Olive Drab hue that must be the

Cambodian jungle.

We go that way, away from the distant

haze of the ocean; over rice paddies that look like cheese-

cloth snipped ragged by the rugged mountains.
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Up there in the blinding wind the valleys are black and
the ranges that catch the last light look like the veins of a
fallen leaf and as we step down on currents of air the ground

falls closer , the jungle looks like steel wood, then pubic
hair, and we are aiming for a spot in the jungle that is as

red as green and dotted by sandbagged huts that look like
muskrat hills.
Our pilot sways the bird into a hole cut like a stovepipe in the jungle and about six feet off the ground the
machinegunner throws the mail bag off, then signals me to
jump.

I take the shock too stiff and roll over on my back

like a possum.

The rucksack is heavy as a mothafucker

from the C-rations and anununition and I land just so, turn

over on my back with my rifle held up while the helicopter is
hovering, stirring the chopped bits of jungle that are everywhere into my eyes.

The other guys jump and the bird leaves

without ever coming any closer to landing.

There are five or

so dudes standing around in teeshirts laughing at us and when

the bird is gone more guys come out of the sandbagged hootches
to root through the mail.
"Better learn to stay on your feet, FNG .

You'll be in a

hot Landing Zone one of these days and you don't wanna be
rolling around on the ground, you know what I mean? 11

The

dude is helping me on my feet and another one who has rooted

through the mail already is there with a joint.
'

1

Welcome , " he says, and hands me the joint that I hit

i.1

i:
I
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politely.
11

0K , men , he l p these new guys out now.

It'll be dark in

an hour, l et ' s get em under the ground."
Within the next hour the blackness spills out of the
jungle and into that l ittle chimney so I lose all my orientation .

I meet a lot of the guys:

feed.

But I can • t tell them apart, can't remember who is

Bull Durham, Pops, Chicken-

which while we eat C's and bullshit in the light of a candle
made from the sea l ing wax of artillery rounds.

There are

five of us in a hootch that is dug maybe four feet into the
ground and topped by timbers as thick as wagon tongues, all

covered by sandbags.

"Tomorrow , if we don ' t hump out, FNG, you wanna build
yourself a hootch, and dig it as deep as you can, can you dig
it?"

What is left of the day, whatever day it is , we spend in
the hootch smoking pot and listening to a cassette recorder
whine some sound through the gummy red dust that is still
everywhere , even underground.
get plenty loaded.

Not much gets said because we

Other guys wander in to share a bowl, a

guard roster is got up and I will pull from 3:00 to 4:30 with
Bull Durham who sleeps in the hootch next door.

Bed is ammo

crates dug into the earth wall and even in the dimness of the
candle I can see spiders the size of a q uarter scurrying into
holes, propping themselves at their doorways watching us.

~--
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iii.
"INCOMING!"
I hear the shout before I hear the thuds of the rounds.
The first explodes at the edge of my hearing and the next
ones come closer and closer.

We are all crumpled into the

aisle of the hootch and I 1 m not on the bottom and not on the

top.

My mind flashes and rebounds like the flashes that

pour a neon blue light into the hootch.

Two bright flashes,

and the rest of the rounds land further away again .
"Goddamn, Charlie put a couple in here that time,

11

Bull

Durham says, and unwinds himself from the top of the pile
even while rounds are still landing.

He scrambles to the

doorway and peeks out.
11

Let ' s go," he says.

I am goddamn inhan~.

I am shaking and have a hell of a

time grabbing and loading my rifle.

I don't have any meaning

for the whines I make following somebody's ass through the
small doorway and crawling on my belly to some other sandbags
where other guys are digging.

I am insane only for a couple

blessed minutes--until somebody brings a flashlight and plays

it on an arm coming out of the heap of sandbags where everybody is digging.

So I know we are digging out what was a

hootch, scratching and tossing sandbags out from around the

arm.

I am pretty much useless.

I don't know wltat to do.

big Black guy barges past me and begins working at the pile
of bags.

A
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.. Rogers , " somebody says.
He is alive but barely and doesn't begin to take normal
breaths until he is flat on the ground.

His face that stands

out like a still photo in a picture album for the moment the
flashlight stays , is broken.

There isn't much blood but the

face is mishaped like a front fender that has bought the
shape of a tree.

All this and then some in my mind while dudes are dashing here and there--! can only sit near Rogers and stay out
of the way--and I hear some guys yelling across the clearing

and into radios.
11

Dustoffl

Direct hit, get us a bird."

"Anybody know where it came from?

Who was on guard? 0

I know a Dustoff is an ambulance helicopter although I
don't know what I expect to see when it gets here, but it
seems like it is taking forever.

Everything is confusing;

it is like a localized tower of Babel around where the shells

hit.

Pops is a squad leader, I figure that much out because

guys do what he says .

He gives me a handheld flare and leads

me down the hill a bit to ~here the Dustoff should land but
I don't know what the hell I'm supposed to do .with the flare.
Then, while I 1 m standing near where the bird will land
and trying to see anything in the darkness that will tell me
something about what is around me I hear the bird coming,
far off, rubbing its way up the long valley to our Landing
Zone.

When they bring the wounded guys down they bring a
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portable strobe light too.
The helicopter comes up in total blackness just at the
time there is rifle fire a short distance off.

Everybcdy

crouches low and some guys leave to get weapons I think.

The

downthrust of the rotor is powerful as it augurs down on our

strobe.

It is impossible to tell how far off the ground the

bird is and in the noise, the dark, the confusion the whole

experience is frightening, real frightening.
6Jt.i.rnd4 w.i..tli 4ome.body.

1 w.i..&h 1

w,L&

I feel completely lost or misplaced.

About fifteen feet off the ground the pilot turns on his huge
landing light and lands swiftly.

The scene is Halloweenish:

guys in skivvies and steel pots, some with rifles and some

helping load the wounded.

There must be a half dozen wounded

and when they're all on Pops says,

11

0K, bring the KIA.

11

I didn't even know there was a dead guy, and it turns

out his bcdy is right behind where I am so I help load him.
I take hold of a foot and am surprised that the bcot is so
new.

L.i.ke. m.i.ne..

All the other guys' boots are red like the

ground is but these are green and black, like mine, like

ASS.

A flash of light pins his face on the dark like a

dime in the gutter .
I want to shriek but I eat the want:

I function; I load

the weight that drags away that glimmer of a face I will wear
with me like these beads he gave me that don't really shine

in the dark.

Nothing does, it is so dark when the bird goes.

I drag the rest of my mind back to the hootch that is
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now yellow in candlelight.

Pops, Bull, a couple other guys

are there smoking cigarettes and listening to the traffic on
the radio.
"Rogers is OK, ain't he?" Bull asks Pops.

"Yah, I think so,"

"Too bad about the FNG.
first

What a way to go out--you know,

night and all."
The dirt wall feels cold against my back when I lean on

it and watch the spiders mosey through the candlelight.

I

see them carrying Albert Steven Swanson's body to his mother.

---

- - ------ -
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Chapter Three
Pops is "over 25, too old to play games," he says.
looks it:

He

maybe it's his small brown rabbit eyes buttoned

on a face the texture of new-shorn sheephide, the color of

the dust, a countenance like the youngest turtle at the zoo.
Or maybe it's the smoke he blew in my face to wake me up, or

the bowl he handed me when he stands up to scratch his nuts
and stretch.
"Get a good hit, FNG, get a hit so the day ain't all
blue, y 1 understand?

I mean man if you ain't loaded by the

time the sun gets over the mountains here you got a rough

day to face no matter what.
y 'understand.

I been here 240 days so I know

I'm Pops and y ou're in my squad now because

the guy who was supposed to be got it last night.

You came

out with him, right?"

"Swanson, yeah, I barely knew him . . . I-- 0
"That's good, knowing him barely is.
dead now.

That's good.

He ' s

You gotta never forget last night long as you ' re

here because it tells you the whole story of this goddamn
war--anybody can get it anytime."

Smoke escapes through his

mouth and nose and in my cobweb way of looking out of waking
up he is blowing smoke out his e ars, even his small eyes.

like him immediately:

he reminds me of an older brother I

never had .

31
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I wanna cry or something already, say hey man I'm too
fucking scared already; I wanna get hit just a little and go
back to The World to heal.

But, somehow I'm comfortable

warm--in shock or something.

He keeps handing me the pipe

with his right hand and scratching jungle rot around his nuts
with his left.

He ' s only got his OD skivvies on:

the rot is

half black scab, half pus--he scratches selectively.

His fin-

gernails are blacker than a kerosene lighthouse in 1950, and
his hands are red or brown and in my stone I keep watching

I.I

his fingers like I'd watch a guitarist 1 s, but I flash he may

I

think I'm looking at his nuts that remind me of used flashbulbs ... so I look at the wall; the spiders are there, looking

out.
"So let's start getting you in a hole," he says.

11

You

feel like using that one?"
I know he means the hootch that got blown away.
"Maybe y' wanna dig another one, eh?"
We go outside and the LZ looks completely different in
the bright light of morning.
of holes.

Guys are beginning to crawl out

A radio is on:

"Armed Forces Radio presents, The Adventures of

Chi i iiickerunan 1 "
At the same time as the radio three or four guys in separate parts of the LZ cry

11

Chiiiickenman.

11

What strikes me

as strange is the way the radio show comes on immediately
after that introduction.

-:.__-· -
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No commercial, no weather or station
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break, no nothing.
about it.

I am sitting on top of a hootch thinking

Pops is inside, then comes out with a guy in Issue

glasses, a tatoo of a peacock from nipple to nipple and an

intricately scribbled hat crumpled onto his head.

He has a

rabbit's foot around his neck.
"Glad to have another leg," he says, sticking out his

hand that holds a forkful of whatever is in the can he has in
his other hand.
A leg is, he explains through the shitbrown wad he's eating, another squad-member.

"We split up all the extra shit

that we gotta hump, like the radio and batteries, extra ammo,

claymores ... we split all that stuff up among the squad so
when we're short all of us gotta carry more.

You can dig on

that, uh . . . they call me Peacock."

"Gabe.

I can guess why they call you that."

"I got drunk in Hong Kong two months ago--on R&R--and
next morning when I woke up I had this.
can't get hold of a mirror big enough.

I never seen it,
Ya like it?"

"Righteous, Peacock, goddamn righteous .

How 'bout

struttin 1 your pretty ass over here and helpin' Gabe dig
hisself a hole? 11 Pops says.

The shovels are only about three feet long.
kind of good to dig .

open empty ones and I fill them.

them into a big pile.

It feels

Peacock sits on a full sandbag holding
When they're full he throws

The way he does it all in one motion--

tying them then heaving thern--shows he has done a lot of it

LI
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so I figure he has been here a while.

The LZ is called LZ Niagra and reminds me of a fence
scar in a Beech tree, the way it is just hacked into the

jungle about three-quarters up a mountain.

A Beed, .U, .the

only .tJt.ee .tha..t, .i.6 you ca.Jt.ve youJt. .i.n.i..t.i.a.lh .i.n, .them .i.n.i..t.i.a.lh
w.i.ll get b.i.gg u

.i.nh.tea.d o 6 hma.llu cu .the .tJt.ee gJt.OWh,

While

we're working the clouds pull up out of the valley below us.
There is a pretty wide river down there that I didn't see
before .

A smaller one runs down the mountain not far from

us and a couple times while we're digging it is quiet enough
on the LZ to hear the river falling over what must be

• Niagra. •
The oldest hootches of the z are in the middle.
hootches get built the ring expands.

As new

There's a section of

hootches in the very center that are completely done:
look like a separate neighborhood.

they

Outside these are hoot-

ches that are for the most part getting the roof put on:
the men who live in them are bringing logs in from the jun-

gle and sandbagging .
We decide to take a break and Peacock disappears into

his hootch.

I am going back to the hootch I slept in last

night to get my canteen because there is a water trailer
down the hill.

It was the last thing brought in before dark

last night , slung beneath a huge cargo helicopter.

Most of

the morning there has been a line of guys filling canteens
and empty ammo cans so I guess that water is high-class and

LI
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decide I should stock up.
There are four guys standing at the back of the line.

I

think they have just carried a log in for overhead because
they 1 re extra-sweaty and a couple of them still have pieces

of bark on their shoulders.

When I come up they quit talking

for a minute and I see they're smoking a bowl.

When the guy

with the bowl sees that I see it he offers it to me but I
don't want any.

"You new?" he says.

";·r

"Got here last night."

He is

"Just in time for the show?" another guy asks.

really cross-eyed and I'm not even sure he is looking at me.
11

Yeah," I say,

11

I heard it was a FNG.

11

one of the guys who came in with me got

it."
I'm glad.

"but it's tougher when an old guy,

No offense,

11

he says,

some guy who is getting

shorty' know? gets it."
"I can dig it," I say, taking the bowl that is offered

again.
It must be fifteen minutes that we're standing there and
they are all asking me where I'm from and telling me how long

they got to go.

Two of them are under a hundred days--

'double-digit-midgets'--and the other two are about half done.
11

'1.'here' s no way to tell how long a guy has been here

after he's been here a month," I say.
"Really,

11

-- __.___.

one explains, "there isn't any difference as
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soon as a guy sees his first share of shit like you did last

night."
"I dunno , I--"
Well, you might not think so, but wait

11

batch of FNG's come.

1

til the next

They won't know who's been here long-

er'n whoever else . "
By this time we're up to the trailer and it surprises me

that the water looks purple .

I ask about it and the short

.

guy says it's iodine.

t

I can taste it.

I

Like sucking on a steel comb.

When I get back Peacock is there and says he is ready .
While we're digging he tells me he has eighty days left.
"That's why I ' m ten feet under," he says, nodding to-

wards his hootch that is deep but doesn't have a roof on it.
His hootchrnates are in the woods now getting the logs .

I

look toward his hootch and accidentally dump a shovelful of
dirt in his lap.
'Sorry .

1

11

11

Fuckit.

11

"Nice lid you got there," I say when his hat falls off.

"My pride and joy , man .

I got all the LZ 1 s I been on

since I got here wrote on it, among numerous other paraphe-

nalia.

That and this," he swings his rabbit's foot,

me alive for 280-sorne days .

11

I trust 'em completely."

"You 1 re superstitious, eh?"
He looks at me for such a long time I almost feel

kep t
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uncomfortable.
11

Listen , " he says , sitting down, "There ain 't no such

thing as superstitious.

There's only lucky and unlucky.

It

took me a while to realize it, y 1 understand, but the Infantry

is just like the Lifers say it is, the 'Queen of Battle, always getting the cock shoved to Her.

1

And if you I re a Leg,

a Grunt, a peg, an Eleven-whatever y' wanna call it, you're

gonna hit the shit before anybody else does so you're either
lucky, dead, or inbetween .
same as dead.

Inbetween can be same as lucky or

And when y' realize it's all luck or unluck

you quit thinking, start hoping or praying--different strokes

for different folks .. . " and he just trails off there.
gives his rabbit's foot a push.

He

It swings across the pea-

cock tatoo while he readjusts his hat against the sun that
goes behind a cloud right then, so the land yawns away like a
faded quilt .
ii.

It clouds up a little about the time we are quitting for
lunch and a wind comes up .

Our Company's First Sergeant

comes over to us just as we are getting up.

CallmeBlack is

with him.
11

This is Justin Riggins, Morrison.

Riggins, this is

Adolph Morrison and--" he looks at me, then at his papers,
'·this is Gabriel Stork."

"I'm Peacock ,
"CallmeBlack .

11

he says when he shakes hands with Callme.

...
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"B l ack?"
"CallmeBlack."

"I did.

II

"He means his nickname is CallmeBlack , " I say.
who the hell are you?

"And

Adolph Morrison."

"Outa my case, fucker , " he says laughing.

"And you're

Stork?"
11

Stoick."

11

I don't need youse delivering any kids my way.

ignores me.

He

11

The First Sergeant is still standing there

going over his papers.

He tells us to go to Pops' hootch for

a meeting, that he will round up the rest of the squad.

Pea-

cock says that is bad news, that we might be getting up for a
hump.
The inside of Pops' hootch is dark and cool because

there is a po ncho liner in the doorway.

Bull Durham is al-

ready in there and already has a bowl going.

When we come in

he passes the bowl to Callme and starts a Janis Joplin cassette going .

The recorder is beat to shit:

its plastic case

is all cracked and some of it is missing and covered with

tape .

It runs off radio batteries.
The hootch begins to smell like a rained-out brush fire.

Now somebody walks over the top and Bull yells at him:
"Would you do that at home?"
Big rounds explode somewhere quite a ways off.

despite myself.

I shiver
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11

Calling in the big ones on ol' Charlie's ass," Bull

says .
" 1

cept ol' Charles has already made it back to his dug-

out by now.

11

The cassette winds dead and Bull turns it over.

The

winds stir the poncho liner over the door.
"Jesus," BullDurham says, "if the wind is coming, the
monsoons can't be far away, ain't that right?"
"Oh mothafucker I am too too short to be fuckin' with
the rains," Peacock says.
"You 1 ll see what I mean," he says to me and Callme.
"Well, they 1 re a motha all right," Bull says, "but at
lease we stay at one LZ longer during the monsoons.
moved three times in about three weeks, the whole LZ.

We've
Our

mail is a good month behind us."
Pops comes in whittling something from a bar of soap.
He says hi to everybody and sits down.

As he whittles small

flakes of soap cling to his pants and get scattered along the
wooden floor.

There are even some flakes in his eyebrows.

Once the light inside the hootch gets brighter and I have to
look around to discover why:

there is a skylight built into

the roof.
We are still waiting on the rest of the s q uad.

even know how many more there are.

I don't

Bull gets talking about

playing baseball and in a few minutes is standing in the aisle
of the hootch in his skivvies and a hat, a smoke in his mouth.
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He's in a hunch like Vic Power and is taking small swings

with his rifle.

T/1,U, ,ti, liow acc.i.dento happen.

A.i.6le .i.o loaded and oomebody w.i.ll get ohot.

Maybe lt.i.o

I think of Lone-

some, about how he is half a hand short because of some care-

lessness.

But I realize I am just flitting to and from the

paranoia of the dope and after I relax Bull's act is funny.

"I hit the fastest pitch Sam Levins ever threw," he

says, "and he woulda been the fastest rookie in the big leagues but one night he called some tomato-picker a spic and
the spic laid his head open so nowadays he just rusts away
with his granny who always wears cowboy boots and takes
snuff! ''
He is entertaining, not just rapping out of his head but

putting on a show.
get to know him.
Callrne.

I think I'll like him more the better I
Later on he says nigger and apologizes to

It don't seem like Callrne cared.

the clown, a class-A clown.

Bull Durham is

I'm glad I know him.

He has us

laughing about sornething--even Pops is amused--when all of a
sudden a big guy shoulders his way down the doorway and
blocks out what light is corning through there.
11

Hi Prophet," Pops says.

I scoot over to make room for the guy who has moved

enough to let some light in and besides the skylight is clear
again and I can see him real well:

he looks crazy.

He is

still standing just inside the doorway kind of hanging on the
roof supports and leering.

---------
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I can't see his eyes well enough
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to see if he's looking at me but his head is turned my way
and I get the feeling he is.

He's rank-smelling and the lon-

ger he stands there the worse the smell is, corning in with
the downdraft from the doorway.
11

He smells like sour milk.

Sit down, man, we were waiting on you," Pops says.

"No fuckin 1 mail again," he says.

His voice is as big

as his body and his breath is as bad as his pits.

I can tell

easy enough because he's beside me and is leaning over my lap
looking at Pops' carving.
11

Then he looks at me, for sure now.

t"1ho I re you? 11 he says, and ''Don't I

where?

know you from some-

Where you from in The World?" all through that unbe-

lieveable garbage breath, and from about three inches away.
I said Cincinnati but Pops was already there between us with
the carving.
"Whattaya think, Prophet?
Olson?

Don't it look like Eltee

11

"I think I'll take it to the sonofabitch and ask him,"
Prophet says, then leaves.
11

When 1 s his wagon coming?" Bull Durham asks.

Pops shrugs and looks at me, then asks me if I know
what's the matter with him?
"Sure as hell has bad breath," I say.

It gets some

laughs.
11

He 1 s been hit three times," Pops says.

other crutch snaps:

would send me home.

- ---~----
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Something, some

I have been thinking getting wounded
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"'l'hree times?"
"And he's only been here about six months.

"But if we hit shit ,

11

11

Bull says seriously,

Nobody with him has ever been hit.

11

stay by him.

The first time he took a

round it came through another guy 1 s helmet and never hurt the

first guy."
"You're shitting me, he still goes with you? 11
"With US, man."
11

He ' s g r eat out there," Pops says.

"He walks Point most

of the time."
11

S0 he's good for something.

11

Right away I wish I

hadn't said that.
"Yeah, good for something, walking Point.

Damn good way

to get rich if there are enough wars to keep you in business.

Anyway, we don't USE him for that.

He wants to walk it .

When he doesn 1 t, or when he goes, we start rotating Point,

and it's no fuckin' fun, Gabe, no fun."
11

First Shirt shoulda been here,

11

Pops says.

11

1' 11 go

find him . "
He goes out the door .

Bull is picking his nose.

cock left a long time ago to hustle up some C-rations.

Pea-

A

little guy I've heard the others call Chickenfeed, but have
never talked to, is going through an ammo can with cassettes

in it.

I feel pretty awkward after Pops getting down on me

but I know it isn't serious.

I want to find out how Prophet

got his name but I don't feel like breaking the spell:

~ - - -~
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I can
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hear music from some distance away; the skylight is blinking

gray and grayer slices of light through the smoke; Pops'
rifle is loaded and hung on one roof beam.

I begin composing

a mental letter to no one in particular.

rt•s just hunting, simple as that, I think. We
haven't been out in the bush yet but from what
the guys here say it's same as walking those
hills back there except we line behind each
other instead of alongside.
I wish I was home
there, get me a new shotgun for rabbit season.
Maybe a five ·shot. These rifles put out 18
rounds in two seconds.
Big rounds that tumble
like dum-dums splatter when it hits something ...
Here you don't even clean the game, far as I
know ... A rifle whings, a shotgun whams, I wonder what shrapnel sounds like.
I don't remember hearing any last night but there must have
been ...•

I begin thinking about hunting rabbits, me o.nd G11.o.n-

do.ddy:

'Flu.hh you. goddo.m1t hop-headed 6lopeo.11.ed bo.hto.11.dh.

Come on u.p ou.tto. them holu, who.tto.yo. th-i.nk -i.t -i.h, Eo.htu,
6011. Ch11.-i.h'o.keh.

T11.o.mp them woodp-i.leh, I goto.

0eel

the11.e mo.y

be o. convent-i.on -i.n tho.t woodp-i.le, o.ll them 11.0.bb-i.th t11.y-i.n' on

new ho.th o.nd bu.-i.ld-i.n' them egg bo.hfzUh--Flu.hh em Go.be, mo.ke
enou.gh 110-i.he to get em u.p hD'h tho.t ol beagle don't 0eel ho
bo.d com-i.n ou.t on o. mo11.n-i.ng hu.ch O.h th-i.h.
-i.ng ho.II.don then, go-i.ng o. yo.11.d o. hop

0011.

And u.p l-i.ke o. mo11.nthe c11.eek go-i.ng a.way

611.om the old mo.n w-i.th h-i.h 11.0.bb-i.t ho.t o.nd Vo.mo.hcu.h-hteel dou.ble bo.11.11.el •.•.

A cotton to.-i.l mo.k-i.ng t11.o.-i.l h l-i.ke o. G11.eyhou.nd

bu.h tl,11.ou.g h tho.t wh-i.te mo11.n-i.ng:

WI/AM, 0.11d o. p11.etty b-i.g bu.ck

11.o.bb,i.t no.-i.led -i.n the beech 911.ove, 6lopp-i.ng.
h-i.m once o.nd gou to .the neo.11. t11.ee to p-i.u.
I am tired.

-

:11-

- - ----- -
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The beo.gle hn-i.66h
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"Not going out," Pops says when he gets back about an

hour later.

"Three squad is going out and Four is going out

if they get hit shit so us and One gotta pull this whole perimeter tonight, all night.

The Lifers think Charlie is gonna

hit again."
"Fuck them Lifers, why don't they pull some guard once
in a while if they're so damn sure what Charlie's up to.
"Fuck Charlie too.

11

He's already checked that mortar in

and is riding the subway down to Saigon by now, to lay back
on Opium."
I flash on Lonesome, the girls, the old woman with squir-

rel

teeth and the <links I saw sitting around the gates and

convoy points.

swept away yet:

I got an image of Charlie that hasn't been

little yellow guy all wicked face, smile of

teeth like machinegun ammo.

iii.
11

lley, Stork, wake up.

We're on.' 1

The middle of tonight is darker than the middle of last
night, I swear, but I 1 m awake fast.

a flashlight in my face for a minute.

Chickenfeed is shining

When I light a cigar-

ette to prove I'm awake he remembers something he forgot and

starts digging through his rucksack.
"Bring an extra bandolier of ammo,'' he says.

Then I

watch him go out and I notice he puts his jacket hood up and

I wonder why until I hear a sound like crow's feet on a tin
crib roof~

- -- · · - - -
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"Rain , damn rain," he says when he comes back again.
11

You about ready?"

I ' m smoking and shivering, lacing my boots up.
down and lights a ciqarette.

He sits

I hear the rain on the roof and

a steady ping where it runs onto something metal, an ammo can

maybe.

There are explosions somewhere way off and their

thuds sound wrapped like the rain is somehow.

Not quite loud

enough to believe in.
The guard position is downhill and it is slick going
down.

About halfway to the perimeter we go into the radio

conex that is bright inside from a liqht run by generators
that whir beneath sandbags outside the door.

One whole side

of the conex is radios and there is one guy monitoring some-

thing through headphones and another guy reading a comic and
scratching rot around his arm pits with a letter opener.
Rot--Chickenfeed calls him that--says no action , tells us the
frequencies, says Hong Kong Radio is bouncing in, says "ain t
I

these rains hell on Grunts?" with a smirk.
11

No sweat,'' Chicken says, "I'm so short I need a step-

ladder to take a piss."

And we leave.

The guard position is maybe twenty feet in front of the
perimeter wire.

It is called 'LP,' a listening post.

We re-

lieve the two guys there and I am awful nervous.

It isn't

much of a station, isn't made to be comfortable.

I think it

is two stacks of ammo crates filled with dirt, with a piece
of plastic over the top.

-

----~ -- - - -
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The plastic doesn't stop much of
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the rain, but it is a soft rain right now.

Chickenfeed and

me are both sitting on the ammo crate that is the seat and I
don't know about him but I can't see a goddamn thing.

Maybe

for my own nerves, I want to talk--or I want him to talk.
"Kinda peaceful out here," I say.

My voice seems to be

full of the fake; it quivers or something.
"Peaceful?
he says.

That's the last thing I expected you to say,"

"But you're riqht.

nights it 1 s unbelieveable.

On really warm and star-spangled
So quiet .

I mean hell man, no

where in The World can be as quiet as it gets here.

One

night it was really quiet and I was pulling the middle of
the night with a guy from Philly when all of a sudden we
heard this goddamn racket and called Artillery in.
like a whole regiment of !WA.

what it was and found a lot of dead orangutangs.
dig that?

Sounded

Next day we went out to see
Can you

So, anywhere there can be a herd of orangutangs

can be the quietest place there is when they ain't around,

y'know?"

That makes me try to think what the jungle must be like.
I still haven't been in it.

I've got soroe ideas about it,

but most of my ideas have been modified by degrees.

tvtn know wha.t .to Lia.ten 60~.
aound to at~e.tch .thue. e.a~• 60~ .

do11' .t

don't know what kind 06
Eve.n though 1 know Cha~lie.

ain't going to ahow himae.l6 to me. 1 am •t~aining, looking 60~
6ome.thing but 1 don't know what!
big as a batter's box.

.~ -_______
- - ~ ~ -J_J
----

The guard pit is about as

Waiting 'on de.ck' ia a hifpe..

Winging
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a couple ba.t6 a.1tound, Jtea.d.i.ng .the p.i..tclieJt, wa..i..t.i.ng •.• eyeba.ll.i.ng .the guy'6 w.i.ndup, looking 601t a. good 6po.t .to pull a. 6a.6.tba.ll .i.6 I ge.t one.

My boots are soaked through and I keep my

feet bouncing and the bouncing sends little splashing sounds
out.

So I quit that.

out at the blackness .

I try to keep my attention on looking
I can hear frogs or something chirp-

ing, way off.
Shapes shift on me like I'm watching a box of black pups
in the cellar.

Once , I think I hear some talking.

damned if I know whether I heard it or not.
Chickenfeed :

he's been here before.

I'll be

I'll trust

He must know what he's

listening for.
"Chickenfeed, what the hell do we listen for? 11

I try

to whisper.
The rain is all the sound there is and it is gentle.
He laughs a little.
11

Listen for a motorcycle."

"What? 11

"One time some other guys were pulling a dawn shift and

they heard a motorcycle so called it in to Headquarters.
Headquarters came out and got them, said they musta been

loaded.

But, next day there were tracks--IT1osquito-bike

tracks--going down the trail .

Can you imagine riding a dirt

bike through this goddamn jungle at night with all kinds of
cannons on the hill above you?

'Course Charlie has been

fighting this war so long he knows all the ropes.

He knows
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GI's ain't no match for him.
what're we gonna do?

Even if we heard a motorcycle

How would you know where to call the

guns in?"

"Yeah.

Speaking of fighting the war, how long you been

here?"
"Ten months.

Ten down, two to go.

And I'm getting

scared again. "
"Huh?"

"When I first got here--like you--I was scared shitless
all the time, always thought it was gonna happen.

Then,

after I'd been here a while I got so I wasn't scared, just

bored mostly.
than ever.
11

Now that I'm getting short I am more scared

I wish I was as crazy as Prophet is.

11

What's h~ like?"

"You'll see.

You'll know what I mean after a month or

so."
"You drafted?"

"Fuckin-A.

I feel stupid asking him.

I figured they'd never get me but they did.

I had a good job in my hometown working in a cement plant.
I'm legally blind in one eye.

But they figure it only takes

one eye to fire a rifle; it don't take none, truth is, to

fire the way I do--flat on my face holdin' the gun over my
head.

Anyway, they drafted me.

I got a wife and a kid in

the hole too. "
"Shoulda had the kid sooner."

"I tried, man.

~------
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When they started drafting married guys

so
without kids I started on a kid.
lunch and get laid even."

Used to come home during

He laughs a little.

It is stopped raining.

He hawkers and a glob of snot

lands on my boot that I have propped up out of the water.

It

,i.~ 40 da1<.I, I can only 4e,e, M 6a1<. a4 tlte. end 06 my boot, and

what' 4 the.1<.e. but a 91<.e.e.n,i.e..
11

Then,

11

he goes on,

11

1 met her in Hawaii on R&R not even

thinking about knocking her up, y' know?
got mail she tells me I'm a daddy.
So I'm no kind of fuckin' hero.

And last time we

Quite a feeling, a kid.

I get as deep under anything

I can find when the shit hits."
"No such thing as a coward,

again .

---

I say, thinking of Lonesome

I wonder if he is a junkie by now.

~---'

1'

Chapter Four
I'm alseep in my wet clothes dreaming I'm in a river
bottom of the Appa l achians.

Haven't seen anybody for three

days, hunting rabbit tracks , but I can't see the ground very
well.

I stoop down to look at a rabbit squat pressed into

briars that are young and green.

The ground is split right

there and I can see into a cavern that only has a brokendown Comb ine once run by steam.

There are five Oinks sitting

around the machine gnawing on bones and pa~sing a cigarsized

joint that is rolled out of Grandaddy's muslin underwear.
11

My Country 'Tis of Thee

the machine.

11

is coming out of the feed chute of

I drop a frag down the hole and dash my ass be-

hind a tree to wait.

The music stops.

So Bull Durham turns the tape over and hands Peacock the
pipe and tells me to hurry up.
11

0~ dM

We re going out in half an hour.
1

d~edm.i.119 .i.:t df.l?

You better eat some-

thing warm. "
That wakes me up.
11

Going out?

Into the Bush?

"Just a short hump, man.

11

Not all the way to the Trail."

Before it all seems real I am behind Bull and in front
of Peacock and we are loading our rifles on our way through

the perimeter.
51
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Follow-i.119 .the old man .thJtoug h .the pa.tit -i.11 .tlte b1t-i.a1th becauh e I'm •.t-i.ll .too hmall .to .tJtamp bog awamph.

My gun -i.h .too

b-i.g and ge.ta anagged by .the bualtu oveJt and ovu aga-i.n.
Thanlug-i.v-i.ng ,\lo1tn-i.ng.

Somehow my doubleba1t1tel handmedo,•m

double• a maple aapl-i.ng .tlta.t would've been GJtandaddy bu.t .tha.t
1 6all bac'2wa1tdh.

/.ly hand• aJte •.t-i.6 6 61tom .tl<e cold, my no• e

-i.• ltunn-i.ng, my boo.th leak o.6.tlll.all.

1 11evu wan.t .to ltun.t

o.go.-i.n.
The first part of the trail reminds me of grown-over
pasture track.

It is rugged and there are rocks and lengths

of vines laying in it because of guys dragging and carrying
logs for hootch roofs.

By the time we are fifty meters out

I can ' t see back to the clearing of the LZ and in another
five minutes the jungle is closing down on the trail.
part hasn't been used very lately or very often.

This

Even though

Bull is only about ten meters ahead of me I keep losing sight
of him when he rounds a curve or drops over a rock .

We are

going down the mountain and at an an9le, towards the river

that runs down to the bigger one at the bottom.

My rifle is

loaded and keeps getting caught on vines and bushes.

It

makes me think of having a harden in Sunday ~chool, one too
many things to keep track of.
We walk for about an hour before we come to the river

that is muddy and not as fast as it sounds from a distance.

It is falling over two big boulders where .:e are.

There are

vines over the water so old and thick they look like ironwork
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on a bridge .

We all hop across the water on the boulders and

take turns filling our canteens.
am sweating terrifically.

It is muggy down here and r

There are a lot of bugs too.

takes me a little bit up the hill to pull security.

Pops

Callme-

!llack and Prophet are laying in the water when we leave.
Chickenfeed has been carrying the radio and now he is fixing

it up against a big stump.
11

Ne ' 11 probably lay around here for about an hour or so,''

Pops says.
He lays down and pulls his hat over his eyes.

I am sit-

ting with my back against a tree, looking through the jungle
away from the river.

It is as thick as a brillo pad.

Th.i.6

mu6.t be l"ha..t .i..t l.ook6 l..i.ke .to a. Jta.bb.i..t 6.i..t.t.i.ng .i.n bJt.i.a."-6.

I

wonder if any gook!=. are sitting somewhere else and watching me

or listening to the sounds that come from the others downstream .

I only see one break in the foilage, otherwise it is

as thick and kinkier than the back of Callme's head.

Pops stirs.
he says.

"Keep your eyes on that trail over there,

11

He is pointing at the one break I saw and it makes

me feel good that I ~aw it.
"I'll watch these two."

Now he points and I c 11n't gee

the two he's talking about.
11

D0 you ever see anything at times liYe these?"

"Well , hell , " he says, "if the Oinks hear us they'll lob
mortars in at those guys down there.
that accurate.

But mortars aren't all

Of course if there are very many of them
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together they'll take us on, but if there's very many we don't

have a chance anyway.

About the only good we're doing is if

there's a couple trying to sneak up on us to throw a frag. ''
11

Does it ever happen?"

''Not to me," he says strangely.
there are a lot more VC.
and it's mostly NVA.

11

Dut over near Pleiku

Over here we're after the Trail,

They travel in regiments and you never

hear about them or see them until they're ready for you, know
what I mean?"
11

Why do we go out in squads then? 11

11

Looking for signs."

11

Signs?

What do you see?"

"Listen," he says, then shifts around and takes a minute
to pick at his nose, then another minute lighting a ~make and

carefully scratching his rot.

"Most of the Dinks around here

are coming from the z and are on their way to the Delta.

they're headed for Cambodia to recoup.

Or

This whole area is a

switching yard; big trails meet all around here."
"How big? 11
"They drive trucks down the Ho Chi.

11

"Where's that?"

"They move it all the time.

I think it's waythefuck in-

to Cambodia now because we see a lot of Air Force Bombers
going over, then we hear the drops and they come back.
think they're bombing the Trail.

Who knows, man?

I

The Offi-

cers run the show, and the ones that run it the most are the

--
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ones way up there in helicopters or planes, or way back in

the Rear with the Gear, working eight hours a day and living
the rest of the time with a whore somewhere.
figure out why we do what we do.
Lifer thinks we oughta.

I could never

We just move when some

11

"Do we move that much? 11

'' It depends, goes in spurts.

11

''A move means hard work, don't it?

Like, every time we

got to dig in and build a new hootch, right?"
"Yeah , it means that--hard work--and it means we're pro-

bably going into the middle of Charlie's area."
"How do they know where he is?''
11

Lot of ways.

·syrup?'

1

11

1

Sometimes a SPRP-- 11

I can't figure what he's talking about.

S-R-R-P," he spells.

Like us.

"Short Range Reconnaisance Patrol.

11

"No shit?

Well, what happens to us SRRPs that makes the

Officers decide it is time to move?"

"Once in a while a patrol will pick up a straggler and
Headquarters milks them for information.

Like, Three Squad

picked up two guys a month or so ago and our CO or somebody
threw one of them out of a helicopter, so of course the other
guy is gonna tell them something but who knows if the Oink is
telling the truth or bullshitting--"
Bull Durham is coming up the trail naked.
"Or BullDurhamshitting, them Oinks,•· Pops adds.
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''No Dink can have the brain for the art," Bull says,

"My trademark brand of bullshit takes a big brain."
"Maybe just a big head.

11

"Could be,

11

11

Bull says,

I got one o' them too, comes as

part of my big cock."
11

I noticed your fist was getting bigger.

11

It's wearing the callouses in your ear too I see, now

11

that I look."
We lay around there for closer to three hours than one
and all that happens while we take turns napping is the jungle changes colors and moves closer, gets inside me so I
feel hidden somehow.

Even Headquarters doesn't know where we

are because we call in a position about three times as far

away as we really are.

We deci.de to move before it gets too

dark because we don't want to be too near the Blue Line.

Any

rivers that are marked on a map are marked in blue and when

Artillery sets up its Night Fire Program, a likely target is
blue lines.

Night Fire is a series of defensive targets that

the big guns shoot all night long at random.

Of course

Charlie knows where the LZ's are by the helicopters coming
and gning most days.

So, Night Fire targets are usually close

to the LZ's in areas that there are trails, to defend against

a lot of Oinks coming to the LZ at night.

The spot we are in

seems like a logical spot for Artillery to shoot.
We look over the map and Pops and Prophet decide that
there should be another gulley on the other side of the ridge
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that is formed by the river we are near.

We intend to follow

the big river, but stay above it by about as far above it as

we are now.
0

We'll be walking sideways,

11

Peacock says when we're

ready.
"Wha 1 makes y 1 all think no dinks ave' there?" Callme
asks him.

"May be,

11

he says, ''But that's a hell of a lot smaller

chance to take than staying here.

And by the way, if a gun-

ship comes over just lay down and lay fuckin-A still.
move.

Don't

If them pilots see movement and there ain't supposed

to be any of us down here according to HQ, then they open all
them holes full of miniguns and rockets .

Webr.d to be a.611.a..i.d

06

!fOU/t

a.tr.e a.h b.lg a.h a. h.i.elwtr.y tr.cot.

,.

own tea.m.

Atr.t.i.lletr.y hliellh

Gu 1th li.i.ph a.tr.e. he.l.lcoptetr.h tha.t

can c.ove..JL a. 6ootba.U 6-i.eld w.i.th a. tr.ound evetr.tf .lnch.
.lng a.bout whetr.e «1e a.tr.e.

We'tr.e ly-

We could get mowed down 6otr. a. h.i.mple

m.lh:ta.ke..
Walking is a lot harder this time.

It is tough enough to

stay balanced with the ruck on and now we are walking on a
constant slant.

tve are following a smaller trail and I can't

even see it a lot of the time but I keep track of Peacock,

who is in front of me by this time, by the radio antenna.

We

walk for about a half hour and rest, then walk for another
hour or more and I am beginning to 9et dizzy.

It is so god-

damn hot I can barely breathe and I can hear Bull gasping
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behind me.
stop.

Just about the time I can't go any further we

The spot we stop in doesn't look any different than

what we've been going through and we can't see more than

thirty feet in any direction.

I guess that is what makes it

a good place.
The plan is for each of us to dig a little slit trench
to roll into if anything happens.

We start setting up our

ponchos to run off any rain that comes .

I am really slow

compared to the rest of them except CallmeBlack, but he gets
a lot of his chores done for him because he and Prophet go
out on Observation Point, which is daytime watch.

It gets

darker pretty fast when the sun goes over the mountain so we
set up a guard roster for the night and eat.

It surprises

me how good my C-rations taste, and I drink up too much of
my water because there isn't any closeby.

The night goes by , just goes by.

Nobody gets completely

loaded and I can sense that I'm not the only one who is tense
but I doubt if everybody else is as scared as I am.
take some getting used to.

It will

I am to pull the second guard

shift so I try to get some sleep beforehand but I barely
drift off.

I have another weird dream:

I am ln Tl,e. Ve.pot

Ru:tauJtan.t and ge..t.tlng ln a .tJtaln wl:tft .tftJte.e. qe.llow men who
:take. mlj dJta6.t no:tlce. ~oJt a .tlcke..t.

The.y all look llke. Albe.Jt.t

S.te.ven and have baae.ball unl6oJtmh :ta.tooe.d on.to .tlte.lJt bodle.6.
We. .talce. .the. .tJtaln and blJ da1jll9h.t l.t conne.c.t• .to .the. Ho Cltl
Llne. and .the.y 6/tow me. mlJ 6.top .

GJtandaddy and .the. coun.te.Jtman
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01r,om .the 1r,u.ta.Ma.n.t a.1r,e .thue w.i..th 1r,a.bb.i..t guM when I ge.t o 66.
Then we wa.Lk down .the .t1r,a..i.L we'1r,e on, wh.i.a.tL.i.ng "V.i.x.i.e."

We

eome upon .the 1r,ea.t 06 .the aqua.d a.nd Ch.i.eken6eed .la 6uek.i.ng

h.i.a dog.

G1r,a.nda.ddy .la undo.i.ng h.i.a unduwea.1r, .tha..t .la .ta..tooed

on h.i.a bodlf L.i.ke .the o.tltua' un.i.601r,ma:

,ulten lie ge.ta .i..t ou.t

a.nd .la 1r,e11dy .to pe.e Butt VMha.m L.i.gh.ta .i..t 60"- a. jo.i.n.t.
Chickenfeed wakes me up.

CallmeBlack and me pull our

guard, get a little high and listen to the wind that makes
vines rattle woodenly.

Light comes and we go back to the

stream to waste enough time to account for the time it would
have taken us to come from where Headquarters thought we were.
Back at the LZ I use a black felt pen and write

11

Niagra 11

on my Boonie Hat.

"See .tha..t Beeeh yonde1r,, Ga.be?

I w1r,.i..t mq na.me .the1r,e

601r,.ty yea.1r, 'go a.nd .tha..t .the1r,e na.me'• been ge.t.t.i.n b.i.gge1r, a.LL

.thue ye111r,a. •·

Chapter Five
Some days go by, a couple weeks anyway.

to 6oAget time.

Tlte thing i~ :

But I don't know how many days now no mail,

how many nights going to sleep in wet jungle utes, how many

Thousand-island shits at holes dug too wide to squat over and
so shallow that a medium-velocity fart throws the hole's
water back.

But all that don't mean nothing cause by now I

smell like a constipated pole cat run over by a milk truck,

roughly.
We have moved once to a mountain surrounded by two other
ranges we named LZ Clitoris.

Now we are moving again.

I've

accumulated a couple Fuck Books; I got an extra poncho liner
souvenired me by some guy I don 1 t know except we shit in

neighboring holes one day in the rain:

I got another bando-

lier or Sixty ammo, part of a mirror from a guy who got
dusted off for malaria, C-rats up the woz because I only eat
once a day, and like everybody else, I got an ammo can to

keep my matches and toilet paper dry.
I want to carve into a pipe.
Rot already.

Raw:

I got a peculiar vine

And I got a heavyduty case of

a forest of welts, that I have to salve

with stuff the medic has, or pick at.
We're moving again.

Cave in the hootches, set fires,

move equipment to the landing pad, squat in the rain, smoke
pot beneath a poncho, listen to cassettes over and over and
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over while the birds come and go.

LOACHs for the Officers,

SLICKS for the first Grunts, SHITHOOKs for the rest of us.
LOACHs are Light Observation Craft that loo II. Llke a :tJtee

o"-09 .•• blowing wa.ll.lng blu.u ovu Black. Bog :that alway• call

me home--6Jtom h.lde'n aeell. :to pu.beJt:tif a:tu.poJta and blu.eballa:
ch.lm.lng ou.:t :to paa:tu.Jtu :tJtacll.ed :too neaJt :tl,e ahape my b1ta.ln

mu.at be, weaJtq 06 aloah.lng oveJt :the aame hu.mp 06 memo1tq ••.
:tJtee 61toga .• • ba1tnya1td n.lgh:t-1,, :thoae .. . and come first, burp ing through the wet air.

They pop onto the pad and suck in

two officers who will only fly around, command, the movements

of:
SLICKs are the mules.

Resupply choppers.

They are big-

ger than Loachs are, don't have doors, ride like a rolliecoaster with three flat wheels, are always armed with two

Sixties.

Each Slick takes eight guys and all their gear.

Loading a Slick full is like overloading a corncrib.

All

morning long the Slicks come in, load and leave, until the LZ

is finally very empty, abandoned.

Our squad is the only one

left and we have to pull the bullshit details, like pulling
security and slinging up all the equipment that is left into
giant nets that Shithooks dangle.

'Hooks are Chinook heli-

copters that can carry 60 guys and all their gear inside its
belly, and still sling a huge load beneath.

They fly on two

top rotors that always remind me of giant ceiling fans.

Me, Pops, Callrne, and Bull are standing on the sling
underneath the last 'Hook trying to fasten the sling together.
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The pad is dusty because the morningful of birds coming in
has sucked all the rain out:

and in my teeth.

dust in my eyes, up my nose,

Rocks the size of golfballs get stirred up

with the dust and I have caught two in the shins.

My arms

are ~o 6ucking ti~ed I will drop my end in another minute
but just then I feel the stuff I am standing on begin to
lift, so I jump down.

I land on Prophet who elbows me in

the neck and screams something that I can't hear because the

'Hook is gaining RPM's.

The giant bird beats off and sends

back pockets of THUMP THUMP THUMP through the wet air, then
dies over the mountain.

body talking .

We watch it for a few seconds, no-

It sails through the valley and I wonder how

it can be as big as a semi truck.
"So we're following a NVA regiment to the Cambodian

line, eh?

11

"Ain't that the shits?"
They "brief" us about every other morning .
they say we're moving.

of NVA.

This morning

They said we are following a regiment

They said not to tell anyone.

" ... kills me," Peacock says, scratching his rot with a

cigarette JohnWayned out his mouth, his hat sloped to the
right, "kills me that the Officers say we 1 re closing in.

Like

we're goddamn sneaky with a million helicopters all flying to
the same hill.

Charlie ain't fuckin' blind.

Why do the

Lifers pretend we're gonna kick ol' Charlie 1 s ass?"

"They must pretend nobody gets killed too."
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"That ' s easy I guess when it's always EM's get killed
and never the officers."

"Yeah, the only one's got killed in this company since
I've been here, we killed . ''
StJr.a.nge.

We can't see or hear any helicopters now.

only the five of us left on the hill.

There are

We have a radio but

the rest of the company is too far away and there isn 1 t any
traffic on the helicopters' channel.

I don't know exactly what Pops meant.
I kind of know too .

WE killed?

But

There are lots of stories about EM's re-

belling because the Officers aren't pulling their share of
the gut work .
Prophet comes up out of the only hootch left on the LZ.
"Where's our goddamn bird? 11
11

Let's do a bowl while we're waiting,

11

Chickenfeed says.

He hops off the hootch roof and slams shut the steel cover
on his bible.

Ile packs a big bowl and lights it.

We all

crowd around the hootch roof and pass it around.
"We better blow this hootch.

"Let's wait on the bird.

11

t";oddamn if I even like being

last on this LZ, let alone not having a hole .

1'

"You heard the Lifers, we 're followina the Oinks."
"My ass."

The dope lays me back a bit, numbs me.
hammock.

~--.-·
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I wish I had a
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I got laid in a hammock once," I say.
"What'd y

fuck, a seahorse or a stooped old lady?"

1

"I always wondered how Storks fuck,

11

Peacock says.

11

Storks?" Prophet asks.

11

Yeah, the First Shirt introduced him to me as 'Gabriel

Stork .

1 1'

"Well I wish you'd just pick me up and fly my young ass
over them mountains," Pops says.

"I want to get there before

dark or Char lie is gonna be drawing beads on that LZ with his
tubes , and I won't even have a trench to get in . "
"See if you can pick up the push on the radio.
"They 're outa range, I

11

just tried. "

I've got a lump in my stomach I know is the "C-ration

tornado" so I head out to take a shit .

The holes are on the

other side of the LZ and I 1 m about halfway across when Pops

yells at me.
''Hey Birdbrain!

11

He signals me back with his arm .

11

"I'm in a hurry.

11

C 1 mere and get your goddamn rifle," he says. And since

he picks it up and is walking my way I go back.
11

Hey , man,

11

he is looking hard at me.

He is scowling

as much as anything else, and it shows up a scar on his cheek

that looks bleached .
''You forget you' re fighting a war?"
11

I

figure it I s gonna be a quick shit, '' I

of apology.

say as a kind
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uMaybe I shouldn't get in your case,

tense.

11

he says,

I don't like this small o' group on this LZ.

'1 but I'm

There's

Oinks all over here, they can cut our shit out if they want
to.

You don't wanna be over there by yourself without a

rifle if a sniper opens up on us."

I ha.d begun to 6oAget, a. little.
first night we ain't seen shit.

Since Ass got it the

No SRRPs running across any-

thing, no movement at night, no nothing ... I'm ~quatting over

the hole thinking heavyduty and staring into the jungle that
is about twenty meters away.
jungle I think of pubics.

A lot of the time I look at the

It looks more like that than any-

thing else--its vines curl and kink ... and I realize when I am

empty that all my wipe is in my rucksack over by the pad.
There are a few spares thrown all around the area but most of

them are soggy and muddy.

GAa.nda.ddy a.nd me 6itting in the Two HoleA ba.ck 06 Con-

coAd PAe6 bCJteA.fon a.nd the low hymn• -hummed-• outheAn come
6loa.ting thAough like tAee6Aog chiAp6 chip time a.way 6Aom the
ba.Anya.Ad, SpAing night6 ... Hiding in the outhou6e 6Aom the

6a.menu6 o 6 the pAea.chu '6 6 umo n.

GAa.nda.ddy thumbing the

ca.ta.logue looking a.t the ga.dget6, 6a.y6 he AemembeA6 the 6iA6t
time he eveA wiped with pa.pu.
I see a piece hung on the concertina wire that must be
dryer than the rest because it is square instead of a wad.

So I retrieve it with my rifle, and it's as dry as I hoped.
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The sun goes on down and the bird finally comes so our
ride to the new LZ is toward a fantastic sky over Cambodia.

ii.
It is night , dark as a coal bucket, and me and Prophet
are digging a two-man trench, spading each other's foot now

and then, talking about playing Little League ball.
on the z is all noise of work:

everybody is digging.

The noise
A few

guys set trip flares up but no Claymore mines are allowed,

because the hill is still as much jungle as it is Landing
Zone , so no one knows for sure what is between them and the

perimeter.
Prophet says, "I got the feeling this LZ is gonna be a
motha, y I know?

11

"Why do you say that?"
I'm sweating despite the night and the sweat is aggravating the jungle rot around my balls, so I am leaning with
one foot on the shovel and the air is moving through where

the buttons of my barndoor have popped off.
I don't know Prophet very well.

It feels good.

He is ·mos tly quiet.

loaded and disappears some nights.

He gets

The rest of the squad

joke about his predictions but nobody has ever been specific

about any.
"Dunno," he says, still digging,
feel anything, just do.

11

I never know why I

I been right a FEW fucking times

since I got here, anybody can tell you that."
"What have you been right about?''

·~ . -'-:--.~;:_-~·-"_·::_.:_·.
-

~- ~
___.___... _J
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"I knew we were gonna hit some shit the day Greenwire
got it .

Were you here then?"

11

Nope.

11

Was a night like this that we went into that Z.

11

into ) a new Z anytime but morning is crazy.
called Nicole.

Going

That one was

What's a name for this one?"

I'd be the last to know, I'm the newest guy around, but
he asks me.

When we came in it was almost dark and I didn 1 t get the

whole shape of the clearing but from the air it had looked
like a pig to me.
"Pansy," I say for the hell of it.
"Pansy!

11

He stops working and is leaning toward me like he did
the first time I ever met him.

He leans so close I can see

part of his face in the weak glow from the radio that is laying on top of his ruck between us.
"Pansy?

Where the fuck did that name come from?"

"I just named it after a pig we used to have."

P!f.ophet 6C.a/f.u, the 6h-i.t out

06

me 6omet-i.mu when he -i.6

tuned l-i.~e he -i.6 now.
"A fuckin pig named Pansy.

Pansy Pig.

I like that.

No shit, eh, no shit?

LZ

But I predict this pig is gonna be

fatted and butchered."
And he walks out of the trench we got started and into
the dark, l.lke he know6 whe/f.e lte -i.6 9 o-i.ng.

But lte c.an 't.
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No way.

He can't.

St/Lange.

I keep telling myself he's

crazy for a while as I dig through the loam that works about
as well as manure feeds through a wet spreader.

Panhy Wah a good ol' pig ... good ol' pig ... good pig we
lahhed to a htanchion and colcocked with a hixteen-pound

hledge one b1tittle mo1tning.

G1tandaddy hWingh once like lte ih

buhting Jtockh and Panhy goeh down like a buzza1td tu1td, looking at me.

But

can't.

"Biting a ltackhaW, Gabe, to 6etch hu b1tainh."

I won't.

I can't and he hayh "youJt 6ace Jte-

mindh me 06 a violet wilting in Auguht, boy.

Next time I'll

hav.e to teathe1t you to the htanchion too."
Prophet comes back with some pills he got from a medic
and we take two apiece.

Maybe we will dig all night.

We are

down to our knees when the platoon lieutenant comes by and
shines his flashlight at us for a minute.
11

Hey, put the fuckin 1 light out," Prophet says.

11

At ease, Specialist," Eltee says.

11

His tone is haughty.

I just don't want any goddamn mortar bein' zeroed in on

MY fuckin hole.

We're gonna catch some shit here and I ain't

eager, y'understand?"

I wonder if Prophet gives a fuck who he's talking to.
'You two won't be in the hole anyway," El tee says.

1

His voice is all there is to him, except I think his
wristwatch glows.

His voice is weird, like a telephone, and

it comes from about six feet up in the dark.
"You're gonna pull three hours of Perimeter, starting in
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half an hour.

You get Nelson and Whitcomb to relieve you,

got it?"
I know Nelson is Pops' last name but I don't know who

Whitcomb is.

Maybe CallmeBlack.

Call me Black Nel, hon.

Call me Black, Nel6on.

Call me--I am thinking about ninety

miles an hour on the speed.
"See the medic if you're tired," Eltee says.
fla.

"And don't forget your military courtesy, Specialist,

11

he flashes his light quick once at Prophet and for a minute
I am afraid Prophet is going to go after him.

Prophet sits down and looks at me.

Nhen he leaves

I can only see the bot-

tom half of his face in the orange light.

His mouth is cur-

led into a sneer .
"That fuckin' El-Tee best watch his shit," he says.
11

He 1 s forgetting where he is, I swear."

I get the feeling there is something heavy coming.

Deep-

down now I feel like I m about to lose my FN~-cherry for good.
1

l'm gettin' to be a Fuckin OLV Guy.

J'm not 6U4e J want to.

Pop6 6aid the only o 66icU6 who'd been r.illed wue killed by
WE.

That tiu into what 1 think PMphet ih haying, and the

<•Jay he look6--6o glum--thue in the o4ange light, 60 J don't
want to mi66 what gou down hue.

J 'll be living in the 6ame

hole tvith thi6 guy, J want to know him bettu.

And 1 want to

be a pa4t 06 thi6 out6it, it'6 a good one ... [ "Ca4ve you4 ini-

tial6 in a Beech the 6ize o' you4 leg, Gabe, 'n watch that
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name get b-lggu wlt-lle you. do."].

I

am cooking on that pill,

my brain is making leaps like a blew-down power line.

I

feel good.

I 6eel good.

Good.

can take ca~e 06 my~el6.

can handle th-l~ goddamn wa~.
w-lll do anyth-lng to make -lt back

to The Wo~ld and when I get bac.k thue

VON"T NEEV TO BE

AFRAIV OF ANYTHING.

AM GOVVA/.lN NOT

"Prophet,

11

I AM IN A WAR ANO

my voice feels strange, "have you guys, our

platoon, have they killed any Lifers?"
His mouth comes open a little bit, I can see, but the
light is too weak to show his eyes.

He smiles then, or

smirks again.
"Listen, man, you can't ask me that kind
here, y

1

0

1

shit around

hip?"

"Nhat 1 m I gonna do, wait til we're home drinking in a
bar?

Want me to wait until then?
11

0K, Birdbrain, OK.

Goddamn."

Maybe we should call you 'Birdseye'

since you're all of a sudden seeing so much, eh?

for Chrissakes...
quieter,

11

Jump back,

He leans closer to me again and says,

Yeah, darnnit when the Lifers get pushing us too

hard we do our share.

No Officer has been killed out there

in the Bush, just guys like you and me.
some officers that left here in a bag.
chance a C.I.D. man?

But there have been
Yeah.

You by any

You an undercover cat?"

I feel humble like learning my first girlfriend stuffed
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toilet paper in her undershirt.
11

No, Prophet, just getting a feel for things, y' know?''

11

0K,

11

he says,

11

I believe you.

You're just finding out

there are two wars in The Nam, and some of the other team is
right here on this LZ, probably listening to us, now y'

understand?"

iii.

It is so dark we have to hold onto each other going out
to pull guard and I keep stumbling over roots.
bushes keep slapping me in the face.

Vines and

My rifle isn't loaded

and I keep seeing dark spots move in the shadows of that
night, or imagine I do.

BUT I VON'T FEEL SO AFRAIV and I

don't know wh,;.
One of the guys we are relieving is Southern.
11

Y 1 all keep the boogie man away, hear?

I got some

reefer waiting on me to have a LZ-warrnin' party.

name o' this hill?

What's the

11

"Pansy," Prophet says.
"No shit."

And he is gone.

I try concentrating to get a feel for where we are,
what is ahead of us, even which way is

11

ahead' 1 for sure, and

I bang my shin on the ammo crate that is our seat.

I can't

see Prophet but I hear him pissing, and right then it begins
to rain, barely.

Prophet comes back and sits down beside me.
"Fuck in' rain," 1 he says.

Too loud, it seems.
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Night is S() dark here.

This hours-old LZ is still about

as much jungle as Landing Zone.
one blow so far.

The engineers have only made

They come in right after the first l,runts

and bring plenty of power with them.

They wrap small patches

of the jungle with Detonation Cord and plan as close as they
can to take out as big a patch at a time as they can, so what

is l ef t a lot of times is only thinned-out jungle, and it is
Grunts who do most of the work clearing and trying to get dug
in.

Artillery pieces will be coming in tomorrow and we' 11

have to help them dig the guns in and build parapets--a
thousand sandbags total, maybe--meanwhile us pulling guard
and trying to get our own holes dug.
1,'e had only been on LZ Clit for a week when they brought
in minidozers and raked away a chunk of the mountain, then

brought in Conexes that are little steel buildings.

Then we

had to dig the dirt and fill the sandbags to fortify those
conexes--for Officers as well as radio equipment.

6a..ur..

Thvr.e

a.11.e

It i~n't

.two dJ..vJ..hJ..oM hu.e ... .tha..t J..h .the o.tl,u.

I'm .thJ..nkJ..ng a.bout J...t a. lot.

wa.11..

Prophet seems like he is think-

ing, I can almost hear him.

I light a cigarette behind my steel pot, shake the pack
at Prophet who takes one.

I feel hoMe, hiqh.

I keep flash-

ing on sitting on a log in the woods and smoking a ciga rette
because the sauirrels have been sitting tight all dawn, and

the wind has come up.

I ma.y not be a.h a.611.a.J..d a.h I Wa.h bu.t I

uia. n.t .to get home wolt.h"-, get home a.nd get J..n.to m!f own woodh .

,· -- __.___._J
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I feel like talking.

I whisper.

"Know anything about trees, Prophet?''
11

aspen.

! know my dog would rather piss on a pine than an
11

"So you're from the mountains.

of beauty.
11

And your dog has a sense

11

Jesus, a real sharpo you are .

named Pansy can't be too devious.

here, fighting this war. '

But anybody with a pig
A couple of real bandits

1

"These wars."
"Yeah, OK, but I don't wanna get into that any more

right now .

Y 1 ever watch the news before you came over?

Ever

see those action films they have?"
"Coup l e times."

"Seems like a movie on TV, don't it?''
''Yeah.

But you've been through some shit.

I haven't

seen anything--"

"That night you came, the night the other FNG got it and
Rogers got hurt-- 11
He ends there, like he ' s asking me if I remember it or

something.

I say yeah, clear my throat, shift position so

the ropes on the ammo crate don't cut my ass so had.

"I had it that night too," he says.
too.

Never told anybody that time though.

" I saw that coming
But I saw it.

didn't come out of my hole that whole night."
I don't know what to say.
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I don't want to spoil the

I
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spell that seems to be here:

it has stopped raining again

and we can see, or I think I can.

I don 1 t see anything but

shapes.
11

Ever since I got hit the first time I been seeing

things that would happen, you b'lieve that? 11
uyeah.

,1

I do.
"I just wondered,
I useta be .

I don't feel like I'm anything like

I think I'm goddamn nuts or that I can see dif-

ferent now, like into the fuckin future .. . I'm either nuts or

a fortuneteller, or both."
"Far out.

11

That's all I can think of.

But it is per-

fect.
It begins to rain pretty hard so we tie ourselves into

our field jackets and wrap up in our ponchos.

We sit that

way staring into the jungle I know is there but can't see.
The rain is coming from my left at first then lashes around
and comes right at us, hard enough to sting.

I've got my

rifle underneath the poncho, couldn't get a round off if I
wanted to .

Prophet begins to shiver beside me.

Then I can

tell he's opening a can of C's underneath his poncho.

l.:Jith-

out lookinq I can tell he's using his canopener by the way

our seat bounces .

I am hungry too.

_:__ ----1
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iv.
I sleep a couple hours after guard:

wound into a ball

in my field jacket, curled into the muddy hole we are digging,
covered bv my poncho that jsn't a perfect roof but does
channel the water to my feet,

When I wake up my boots are

soaked through which must explain the dream I was having
about pissing my pants in the cloakroom, the pee running down
my legs and into my rubber boots.

"Hey, my man, eat this and you can go back to sleep."
It is the medic coming around with malaria pills; I eat

one but my wet feet keep me from even trying to go back to
sleep.
The sun is shining, reflecting off puddles of water

here and there on the LZ.

Seeing the hill in the light for

the first time I realize it doesn't look much like a pig.

It

is shaped like a tit, slopes evenly down all sides and a rock
on top makes a perfect nipple.

I am surprised to see that our

hole is close to the perimeter wire, but the perimeter will
creep down the hill as the LZ grows.

paring the area just below us:

The engineers are pre-

they have it wrapped with de-

tonation cord.

Prophet is still asleep, his head is laying in a mud
puddle.

I see now that Pops and Chickenfeed are in the hole

next door and I can see Bull Durham's hat bobbing around as
he shovels out his hole further down the slope.

Of course I

got to take a shit but I decide to have some coffee first if
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any stayed dry enough .•. so I'm just getting the water to
boil when Prophet comes awake.
"Jesus Fuckin Christ on a warped crutch," he mumbles,

"am I really here?

Am

I really goddamn laying in a hole in

the middle of a jungle with my twenty-dollar face in a mud
puddle and my twenty-dollar hardon in my hand?"
He stands up, stretches, and walks over to Pops' hole
ready to piss.

Pops is sitting on his ruck eating.

Re is

only wearing a pair of skivvies; his clothes are hanging on

shovels to dry.

Prophet looks his way, standing there like

he is prepared to piss.
11

Prophet,

11

Pops says,

11

If you so much as dribble in my

hole I'm gonna use the lid off my 'Chopped-Ham-and-Eggs' can
to perform the operation that doctors in The World are getting big money to perform."
0

It would get me out o' the field," Prophet says before

he turns downhill.

"But I'm afraid that after I left you

guys would say I turned pussy.
man?

How'd you sleep last night,

You leave your feather pillow somewhere?"

"I got it," Pops says around his chopped eggs, "but I
don't wanna get it dirty, y'understand? 11

And all of a sudden Prophet is silhouetted because there
is a huge flash behind him where a round lands at the end of
the jungle.

Prophet is back in the hole as soon as I am, and

I was sitting on its edge.
of shit comes raining down:

More rounds come in and all kinds

dirt and rocks and parts of ammo
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crates, then some guy who was running by wearing only boots

and a tee shirt.

I was just turning around to peep over the

edge towards the perimeter and this guy is hauling ass by,
running low and blind.

Just as he 1 s at our hole something

comes in that sounds like a rocket and lands down the hill.
At first I think of the uncleared patch that is wrapped in
det cord ... 16 they l~nd one in the~e ... but the dude who was
running by takes a load of the shrap and falls into our hole.
His legs are on me and are going crazy so his bootheels keep

kicking me in the back and in the head.

I try to ease out

from under him just as Prophet gets up enough to pull him
flat into the hole.
or chest.

He is hit bad in the shoulder and neck

Blood is pumping out and for a flash I think of

shooting cans full of water in the holler back home.
Prophet tries to hold him down but he thrashes around
and pretty soon he is sucking for breath through the hole in
his chest and the sound is like an enema.

Rounds are still

corning in but they're landing up the hill.

Prophet is trying

to hold the dude down with his knee and at the same time trying to get his own rifle that is underneath the guy.
mouth tastes like I'm eating rusty metal for a minute:

My
my

breath comes about as sporadically as the guy who's dying
between rrophet and me.

More rounds come in, closer a~ain,

and that shit I never took takes itself.
but I VON'T KNO•
11

I'm not very afraid

•HAT TO VO.

Can you get to a frag?" Prophet yells .
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I've got one and he points towards the perimeter, says
11

Throw the fucker as far as you can."
I can't remember if anyone is digging a hole below us

and I'm not even absolutely positive which way the perimeter

is so I begin to inch my way up to the edge of the hole to
look.

A rifle kicks up mud just outside the hole and I am

definitely a scared mothafucker when I get up on my knees in
order to throw the frag far enough.

I am only kneeling for

an instant but meanwhile think of everything from praying to
blowjobs .

My mind is working ten times fast:

I see me as a

little kid kneeling to pray and I see myself kneeling to
fasten the buttons on my brother's jacket and I see my first

blowjob when she had to kneel on rafters in the attic of a
corncrib . . . and I see me getting a tube through my head as I
lob the frag that sends back enough of a shock to jolt the
mud I ' rn lying in, and I know I'm not dead yet.

Prophet gives me the OK sign and finishes pulling the
poncho over the guy between us who is dead now.

Just before

the poncho covers his face I see the look that is angelic ex-

cept for the blood and mud that is splattered across it.
The guy looks especially young laying there dead.

After the

poncho is over the body Prophet props it up a little to make
more room in the hole.

The bottom of the hole is patted

smooth by our rummaging around and in some places the blood
has soaked in but in some places there are still pools of
blood and dirty water.
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Prophet yells for Pops during a lull but doesn't get an
answer .

Fe pulls me up to his face then, at the unmistake-

able sound of an AK firing deliberate rounds.
11

Listen,

is close .

11

he says, "that mothafucker is sniping, and he

He's probably got a good look at our hole so keep

your fuckin head down.

If he was close enough to frag us he

would have by now , so just keep the fuck down and do what I
do.

11

Another big explosion from around the hill.
11

That's a GI frag," he says almost nonchalantly.

Then

he eases his rifle barrel up so it is laying on its forward
mount but just as he's shifting position the AK opens up
again and we both try to burrow under the body between us

from different sides .

The rounds splatter into the wall of

our hole that is opposite where we are leaning.

Three or

four round SO GOVVAMN OUTCK, ANV EVERYTHING TS THE SAME COLOR:
I All LAYING TN MY OWN SHIT BESTVE A VEAV VUVE.

Spit dribbles

out my mouth like oatmeal simmers and suddenly there is an
enormous explosion that brings me an inch off the ground.

My expression mu~t tell it all because Proohet is almost
laughing .
''That's 1'rtillery," he says,
too.
know.''

11

and ~ome really big shit

Maybe l0S's or maybe even Navy guns--7-inchers,

I don't

Then there are five more rounds that land so nearly

simultaneously that it has to be something unconscious that
counts them.

Or maybe I just know from somewhere that
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Artillery batteries come in groups of five ... I don't know ... I
don't feel like I know anything.
because I can't do anything else.

I think.

I keep thinking

Another battery comes in

and is close enough this time that not only do I come off the
ground from the shock, but a rock the size of a baseball lands
at the edge of our hole, and rolls in.

Bigger rocks land too.

Then there is another battery and as soon as it's done Pro-

phet sticks his head above the hole just enough to see out
from under his steel pot.
"Well?"

I expect him to tell me exactly what he saw.

"I think Charlie may be cutting out," he says.
rounds came almost up to the perimeter.

"Those

Somebody somewhere

did a hell of a job calling that support in, I'll say that."
''Y I think there• 11 be any more?" but my last couple

words are cut off by another battery so close I grab at the
body's arm thinking I might just fuckin BOUNCE out of that
hole.
A couple minutes after the last explosions guys begin
to yell from their holes.

I don't recognize any voices and

I can't hear them very well because I'm still pressing half

my face into the mud and blood on the poncho:

Prophet is

crunched into the corner, smilinq almost.

'Well, man, was I right about this LZ?

What'd I tell

you last night?"
As I'm laying there some colors come back:

the red-

brown of the mud wall that is jigsawed by roots; the
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Olivegreeness of the poncho over the body; the blue in Prophet's eyes.
wrong:

Al l my arms and legs feel like I slept on them

a l l the nerves are tingling too.

There is now only

a smell of g unpowder and something burning .
with my head on the body .
my mustac h e.

I am still laying

There is slobber on my chin and in

And I get a whiff of my own shit.

"Hey, man," I say, with another tickle, a tear,

"I shit

my pants."

And he laughs.

We laugh.

v.
Prophet was right .

At l east eight guys are dead be-

sides the o n e in our hole, and quite a few are wounded in -

cluding Chickenfeed.

Guys are running every which way with

their steel pots on and rifles loaded.

After Prophet leaves

our hole--I suppose to tell somebody the guy there is dead--I
sit on its edge and go through some violent shakes for a few
minutes .

Pops comes by on his way to the medics.

"You OK?"
''Yeah .

He ain ' t."

Almos t official-like, Pops gets down in the hole and uncovers the face .

It has changed color now, is bleached and

parafin-looking .

All the bones in his head show like a chart:

his eyebrows look like two caterpillars crawling over a knot
in a beech l og becau se the face is so white and it seems to

have al l drawn into its middle:

it looks like a twisted rag.

Pops looks a t him for a mi nute then looks away, a look-at-

I
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nothing-move, for a few seconds.

"Know him?"
"I think he was in Bravo Company.
and was gonna be a photographer.

He was from New York

He was 'short,

about as much time left as I got.

1

probably

No, I didn't know him.

11

He leaves saying go see Chickenfeed. \

Chickenfeed is laying in the bottom of their hole,
covered with a poncho liner that is soaked with blood.
I get there he is crying:
coughs as cries.

When

bi~ sobs that are as much like

His whole body shakes when he sobs and for

a minute I stand there staring at him, then I get down in the

hole and try to keep the blanket on him.
but not near like the dead guy's.

His face is bleached

His eyes are full of water

and one of them is full of little flake s of dirt so r try to
hold his head still and clean the dirt away from his eye but
he is crying and his whole body shakes so I don't do so well.
I begin talking to him like I was talking to a dog, just
to comfort him--or me:
OK.

11

Easy man, easy.

You're gonna be all right.

Morph before long.

Lay still.

You're

They're bringing you some

The Dust Off is corning.

Pops is getting

you something right now that will make you feel better.

l'ry

to just cry, Chicken, just cry; don't let yourself stifle it
and maybe you won't shake so much.
man.

Easy.

Lay still.

Easy.

You shouldn't move around,

Pold on, man, hold on."

And he takes hold of my wrist but can't hold on so I take
his hand .

I don't want ltim to die.

don't ,011nt to be holding
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hl• hand l. he dlea.
haa to be coming.
Popi go?

PAophet?

calm down .

1 got to •ee whe4e he'a hlt.

Why lan't the Vuat

The bl4d

066 he4e? Whe4& dld

I keep hold of his hand and he begins to

He is still crying but he isn't shaking so much

when he sobs.

His free hand waves around in the air like he

is feeling for my face, but when he feels my face pain hits
him and his hand closes into a fist.

His fingernails dig

deep into my wrist for a minute and I almost jerk my arm away.

Pops comes back.
"How's he doing?"
11

I don I t know.

He I s calmer.

Is he conscious?"

Pops is straddling him on his knees now, giving him
water that he takes like the canteen is a nipple.
"Chicken, can you hear me, man?"

Chickenfeed's eyes open and roll once but that's all.
11

He's losing a lot of blood.

Off here by now?"

Why isn't the fuckin Dust

He looks at me like I could know.

"I' 11 go see what I can find out,'' I s ay.

But when I'm

out of the hole I see the medic corning and he looks like a
mailman looking for an address so I tell him there's a guy
over here and he comes over.

They undo the poncho and hand it to me to keep it out
of the mud.

Chickenfeed's right leg is shot up bad.

The

wound is as big as a softball and his bone is there plain as
day, and broken.
"Jesus,'' the medic says.

He takes a shot of Morph out

IL
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and prepares it.

It's in a tube like toothpaste but is only

as big as a horse's tooth.

It has a number, like everything

else in the Army, and the medic has to account for it.

The

tube has its own needle and the medic jabs it in like he has
done it a million times, then marks Chickenfeed's forehead so

the Rear will know he's already had Morphine.

Immediately

Chickenfeed slows all the way down.
''He's lost a fuckuva lot of blood," the medic says.
Keep him warm, I'll get him on the first Dust Off.
The medic leaves and goes toward some other shouts.

For the first time I notice that he is covered with blood
and some of it has made his hair stiff.

The Lt . comes by taking names and when he is gone Pops
says we will probably be goina out on a body count.
"He didn't even seem to notice Chickenfeed, did he?"
'1

He noticed enough to know he can't send him out on a

hump . "
Just when we hear the Dust Off coming it begins to

rain.
vi.
Prophet comes to the pad just as we are loading Chickenfeed onto the bird, then he runs back to Chicken 1 s ruck while

the other litters are qetting loaded.

He brinqs back his

bible and a mutilated picture that shows Chicken's wife in
front of his trailer.

His doq is in the picture too.

Pro-

phet shoves the picture in the bible and that up under his
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shirt but Chicken is out too cold to know it.

I wonder if he

will ever see it again.
Nhen we are done loading the wounded we have to get the
dead guys to the pad where a medic records the data from their
dogtags, then plants the dogtags between their front teeth
and shuts their mouth.

The second Dust Off bird brings plas-

tic bags and each dead dude is put into one.

A couple of

them are in parts and there is confusion for a minute because

one body bag has three arms in it.
11

Where d you go?" I ask Prophet after the noise of the
1

helicopter is gone.
11

Went to do my thing,

11

he says.

I just look at him be-

cause I don't have any idea what he 1 s talking about.
been puking," he adds.
command he says,

11

"I've

Then, in a tone that is nearer a

Let's get that fuckin hole deeper, I got

the feeling we ain't seen the last of Charlie.

11

And we go

back to the hole.
Pops is sitting there smoking a cigarette.

"Wanna dig in with us Pops?'1 Prophet asks.
'1

Yeah .

Yeah, good idea.

11

So the three of us begin digging on the hole.
us say anything for a while.

None of

As we dig now we are filling

sandbags and laying them around the hole for our walls.
earth is sticky and my job is to hold the bags open and
scrape the dirt into the bags.

It is hard to keep up.

"Chickenfeed ... ," Pops begins,

The
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'' is gonna make it, Pops.

Pe ' ll make it.

his way outta the Field forever, dig? 11

up and rubs his back.

He just bought

Prophet straightens

His hat is falling down his face but

he doesn't rearrange it.
"He might make it,

11

Pops says,

11

but that leg won't."

''They ' ll fix him up. n
•:c •man, man," Pops whines, "you don't hafta tell me

what'll happen.

I ain't his mother or his wife.

Tell me

WHY HIM!" almost as if he expects the answer.
More birds are coming in, bringing ammo mo~tly.

In a

few minutes they call a "Fire-In-The-Hole " and we all put
our steel oats on and cram into our hole.

The patch of jun-

gle just below us goes in a huge cloud of debris and black
smoYe.

Little ~tuff rains down afterwards.

When we get

ll!)

and look out the perimeter is further away and already some
~uys are getting ready to stretch concertina wire.
"We wanna be sure and get some trip flares out there,,.

Pops says.
"I'll bet Charlie was right there on the edge," Prophet
says, "he sure as hell had a bead on our hole.

How 1 d Chicken

get hit?"
'1

After a couple rounds carne in he was trying to get to

his rifle by his ruck that was only a few fe e t away and as
soon as he got the rifle he got hit.

I think it was a RPG

that hit him."
'' ftow'd he make it back to the hole?

That guy was sniping
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us could have hit him again, seems to me.,.
I went out and got him," Pops says.

1

"Maybe you 1 11 pick up a Bronze for it. '1
11

Chicken ll get one.
1

You ve got three or four, .. he says
1

to Prophet, "so why should I get one?

Some Lifer will get it.

Let him have it."
"Somebody stepped on their dick in this move.

They

shoulda got us in here a lot earlier yesterday at least.

Anybody I know in the bags?"
"That little guy from Alpha Company, y'know?
11

Rhodes."

S0 his nickname was right all along, eh?"

"What'd they call him?"

My back is killing me and I

want to have a smoke.

"Who?

Rhodes?

Called him Dead End."

And one of the birds that comes in has mail on it.

Some

guy in the middle of the LZ sees the bags before the bird
even lands and begins yelling on his way to the pad and soon
there must be forty dudes standing around the pad .

The

Lifers come up screaming.
"Hey, get the fuck outa here,

ant yells.

11

some red-haired lieuten-

He's standing on top of a water blivett and even

then he's not much taller than Bull Durham who is standing

nearby .
"Hey,

11

Bull says back,

11

get fucked.

We haven't had mail

in two weeks.
"If we're all standing around here Charlie can get
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himself a bunch of statistics with one round."
As soon as he says

11

statistics

11

I know it is trouble.

Along with everybody else who hears them, I move up closer to

where they are standing.

1'he El tee must know he fucked up

because of everybody moving toward him.
"Fuckin' statistics!'' Bull yells.

at it too, ain't it, SIR?

"Who's got a frag?"
11

That' s how you look

And you Lifers are all figuring

Charlie's ahead by eight or ten now.

crowd yells.

He looks nervous.
11

J\in 1 t that right, SIR?"

Somebody from the back of the

Fragging" is the Enlisted Man's catch-all

term for killing officers.

It is common etiquette to leave

a frag pinned and drop it in the officer's hootch, the first
time.

Then, either they ship him out to another unit, he

begins watching his ways, or the next grenade isn 1 t pinned.
The bird with the mail lands and the Lt. is forgotten,
is left standing on the water blivett chewing his gum and
shaking his head.
There is a letter.

The stamp is on upside down.

My

name is printed so big the address takes up half the envelope.

While Pops is passing the mail out to the squad there

is a joint going around so when I get my letter I stare at
the envenope a long time.
Dear Gabe. Everything is fine here. I pray God
is watching over your shoulder. I pray every
night. Grandaddy goes to church. He sends his
love. He is having a spell and I think his eyes
are getting worse but he won't admit it. Linda
Harkness got killed in a car wreck up by Dayton.
Sam Weber 1 s filly went lame.

II
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Grandaddy says he hopes the Great Uncle is
doing a better job taking care of you than
us.
We have had trouble getting our stamps
this month and have a new account at the
store, and I don't know how we can pay it
off yet. Mr. Telly had to let me go again
because business is so slow but I have been
to Cincinnati twice and think I can ge t a
job waiting tables there if I have to.
"Gabe, y' wanna hit this? 11

around.

A big bowl of dope is coming

The whole squad is sitting on top of bundles of em-

"Cho.Jt.li.e. c.o.n ge.:t hi.mhe..l.6 o. bu.nc.h 06 h:to.:ti.h-

pty sandbags.

:ti.c.h .... " and although the rain has stopped again it is dark
like a storm is corning.

Bull Durham didn't get any mail and

is quietly whittling a vine into shavings that look like doll
hair.

The sound of a helicopter beating its way up the

valley gets alternately louder and muffled as it flies
through pockets of wet air.

I take an extra-heavy hit and

pass the pipe to CallmeBlack whose letter is written on
yellow paper.
I made a big kettle of soup this week and we
have been eating on that. My washing is drying
on the porch and I've got another load to run so
I better get to it. Gabe, I don't understand
what you're going through but I do pray every
night that yo u will come home safe. Your father
would be proud of you.
I'll talk to the chickens
for you when I feed them. God bless, Mother.
"What should we do with Chickenfeed's letter, Pops? 11
11

Send it back on a bird."

"Maybe we oughta hold it and let whoever goes in next
take care of it.
get to him.
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If we send it back to the rear it might not
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"He'll go to Japan.

Yeah, save it.

Somebody'll be going

in the next few days."
We begin digging again but not as fast as before.

There

is plenty of daylight left and we don't have any trouble getting deep enough to sleep in, but we don't have a chance of

getting any overhead on before it gets dark.
ging and I am holding the bags.

Prophet is dig-

Instead of tying them I

fold them and build the wall by laying them so the folded part
is down.

The wall around the hole is about a foot high on

three sides now.
"What's in your crystal ball?" I ask Prophet, mostly to

make talk.
"I only say this is gonna be a bad LZ," he says.

11

We

haven't seen the end of the shit we're gonna hit while we're

here."
"Does that freak you?

I mean , don't it bother you to

get those feelings?"
"Of course,

11

he says angrily.

Then, "but I don't think

.!_ am going to get hit here, if that's what you mean."
"I didn't think about it."
Just when we are switching p laces so I can dig and he can

hold the sandbags the Lt. comes by and says Two Squad will be
going out in about half an hour.
"I advise you get hold of all the ammo you feel like
carrying , " Prophet says.
I' 11 be back . "

~11
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"I'm gonna get a couple extra frags,
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So I clean my rifle and make sure I've got a full bandolier of ammo.

I've got two frags and don't like carrying

them through the bush so I don't look for any more.

I lace

my rucksack together and tie the steel pot on, then settle
down to inscribe a calendar on my boonie hat but I'm instead
soon daydreaming again.
vii.

The squad goes out in file and as we go the guys digging
in nod and give us mock salutes.

Prophet is walking Point with

his steel pot on and his ruck rides high on his back.

Pea-

cock is next with the Sixty over his shoulder like it was a
wild turkey.

I follow him and even before we are very far

out of the wire my legs begin to ache and I wonder if I'll be
able to maintain Prophet's pace.

CallmeBlack is behind me

with his grenade launcher loaded but left open.

He wears his

boonie hat like a stetson and he's pimping on the block back
home.

Then comes Bull Durham, and Pops follows him.
We go downhill for a while, following a trail that is

pretty clear.
the other.

I keep switching my rifle from one direction to

I strain my eyes looking for movement on our left,

which is my side.

CallmeBlack watches the right and Pops

watches the rear.

We are going down at a fairly gradual pace

until we come to where two trails branch off the one we're

walking, then the walking gets harder and I have to grab at
vines and stuff along the way to keep my balance because the

I
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trail is steepdown and rocky.

Foll. 6ive dudu going tlt11.ouglt a

jungle we'11.e pll.ettlj goddamn quiet.

I can hear Peacock slip-

ping ahead of me and I can hear steel pots and rifles clanking against vines now and then, but we're quiet enough.

We

walk for about a half hour before we get to the bottom of

the hill, where Prophet stops and Pops sends CallmeDlack and
Peacock out on security.

Pops, Prophet, Bull and me look at

the map.
11

What'd they tell you?" Prophet asks.

"The Lt. just said go out about half a klik and set up
an ambush on this trail we're on.

11

"The Eltee didn't wanna come along for the exercise? 0
11

Nah, said he'd make it up by climbing in and out of a

chopper.''
11

I I m for going all the way out,

1'

Bull says.

"We don't

want to be somewhere between where we're supposed to be and

the LZ if Charlie comes around and they call in Artillery.
1'his is just about where Arty would be dropping rounds.
"Without a doubt, " Prophet says.
good chance Charlie will be back soon .

1

'

"I think there's a
He knows that LZ is

just as fucked up as it was last night, and if we're close to
one of his big supply routes or a hospital or somethin 1

,

he's gonna keep on fuckin' with us."
0

You seen anything looks like he's been on this trail

lately?"
"Could be," Prophet says.

11

Kinda hard to tell because
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it rained so much but I saw a couple places didn't look quite
right.

11

Prophet is breaking chunks of mud between his hands,
kneeling on one knee on his steel pot.
"Want somebody else to take a turn at Point?"

"Nah, s'okay.
11

11

Well, let's just hang onto this trail,'' Pops says.

He looks at the trail that disappears a few feet away, then

at the map.
11

Is the trail on the map?" Bull asks.

11

Up to right about where we're at.

11

Pops gets CallmeBlack who's been pulling watch in the
direction we came.
walk second.

My ruck feels heavier.

Pops tells me to

We are going up now and it is slick as hell.

Somehow Prophet keeps pretty good footage but I have a hard
time.

I go down on my face a couple times and my rifle jabs

into the mud once so I am walking and trying to pick the mud
out of the barrel at the same time and instantly I lose

track of the trail.
I think.

sun.

It is either clouding up or later than

The canopy over us makes it impossible to see the

Besides the lack of light, the trail is really faint.

I see Prophet has stopped to catch his breath, so I stop too,

about five meters behind him.

He flips me the bird and

smiles, then disappears again through some vines that entan-

gle so right they look braided.
Just when I'm beginning to wonder how far we have gone
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and how far we're going yet I walk up on Prophet who is facing me.

For an instant I 1 rn weirded because I didn't expect

to see him--or anybody--and my confusion must show because he
chuckles and holds out his hand.

l'hen I realize I am point-

ing my rifle his way.
11

You'd be so fuckin dead now ... "

"Whattaya think?

We stopping here?"

"Good place to set up?

11

he says.

"Christ, I dunno a good place from a bad one. '1

"Whattaya think, Callme? 11 Prophet says to Callme who has
come up.
His face is the color of dirty oil and is spotted by
sweat.

His OD's are soaked and he stinks.

I don't know him

very well because he is so quiet and it seems like the Lifers
pick him for Detail all the time so he isn't with the squad
very much.

Ile drops his ruck and sits on it, and only shrugs

his shoulders to Prophet's question.
then Bull and Pops.

Peacock comes up too,

Everybody is beat.

"Here?" Prophet directs the question to Pops this time.
Pops looks around.
"I don't know,

11

he says, "maybe we oughta find a wider

place ancl something bigger to back our claymores up against. "
The backblast of a Claymore mine will destroy everything for
25 feet.
"Yeah , you're right."
quiet us and listens.
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Prophet holds a finger up to

I get hold of my rifle and begin
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eyeballing the jungle, getting darker all the time.

we all

stand silent for a long five minutes, then Prophet leans to
us and whispers.
11

Anybody else hear anything?"

Nobody did.
"Let's go on until we find a bend in the trail and let's
hurry , it's getting darker fast."
We don ' t go very far before Prophet stops us again, at

a point where the trail curves around a rock face of the
mountain .

Pops begins calculating where we are and the rest

of us get busy setting up.

Callme and me dig a shallow

trench trying to be as quiet as we can.

Prophet and Bull

Durham set up Claymores against the rock wall and aim them in
opposite directions along the trail.

Peacock comes over to

help us dig in and the three of us eventually get the
trenches scraped out.

Pops gets on the radio and has trouble

making contact at first so sets it up higher on the rock,
then calls in our position .

When we are set up it is too

dark to see anybody who is more than five feet away.

Pops

tells me and CallmeBlack not to leave the trench unless we
tell somebody.

I make sure I know where my frags are and lean

my rifle against my ruck with one bandolier of full ammo
clips over the barrel.

I open the first can I feel in my ruck;

it turns out to be beef and potatoes.

I'm glad it's too dark

to see the grease that is always at the top of the can, but
I can taste it.

I can't find my water and borrow Peacock's:

I
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it tastes like he put in an extra purification tahlct.
glad I can't see it too, but I know how purple it is.

I'm
Soon

after I'm done eating, a bowl of dope comes around and after

I've hit it twice the edge of everything is gone.
Me and Bul l will pull middle guard and there is zilchpoint-shit to do in the meantime .

Our trench is the one

nearest the trail and one of the Claymore detonators is

wrapped around a little root at the top of the trench, between us.

If we detonated it there would be a blast powerful

enough to ruin a concrete wall two feet thick, six feet away.
I think about that a couple minutes while I'm trying to get
half comfortable in my poncho li ner.

We've got our ponchos

stretched over the trench to shed the water out and as soon

as I'm comfortable it begins to rain, but softly, so instead
of Claymore b l asts I'm thinking of laying underneat a tin
roof.

It works:

I'm almost dozed off when Bull kicks me

square in the nuts.

For an instant I'm going to scream .

"Sorry, man," he says when he turns over and realizes

whe r e he got me.
It is cramped in the trench and I slide over a little to
give him more r oom but I have to move back some because water
drips off the poncho and runs down my neck.

Bull doesn't get

very comfortable either .
11

can you imagine a big feather bed?,. he asks after a while .

11

Fuckin-A, I can even imagine a blond in it.

"Well, don ' t imagine screwing her, OK?

11

My ass is sore

II
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enough from six months of using that goddamn C-ration paper . u
11

Why not try trimming your fingernails?"

11

I use my thumb."

Then he ' s snoring.

Plenty loud, I think.

I lay there

for another hour I reckon, trying to keep from laying on my

hardon and trying just as hard to keep from beating it.
Then I begin thinking about the whore in Cam Rahn and about
the little Vietnamese girls at the convoy point who were eat-

ing lice out of each other's hair.

Then, even though I try

not to, I begin figuring how much longer I'll be here.

300 more days, 300 nights.
next to us and makes noise.

over

Peacock rolls over in the trench
It is raining harder now and I

try to imagine what Pops and CallmeBlack are doing on guard
to keep awake and dry.
From where we are the LZ is straight down a valley and

they are calling in Artillery illumination rounds around it
to set up Night Fire Positions.

The illumination rounds

come down on parachutes, to plot the Heavy Explosive rounds.

V.i.nk4 can maJl.k whv..e they land and cou.ld plan the.i.JL JLou.tu
aJLou.nd them.

So while I am laying there staring at the

patterns of illumination that make it through the canopy I
begin thinking about tlte ab~u.JLd.i.ty 06 .i.t all.

all 4eem~ l.i.ke a game.

Bu.t gu.y~ get k.i.lled.

jungle seems alive in that weird light.

Somet.i.me~ .i.t

Vead.

The

Shapes that change.

It is quiet except for distant thuds--probably the artillery
pieces shooting from Base Camp or from another LZ a couple

~
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It ~eem~ ~o unAeal.

miles off.

Once, I must be on the verge

of sleep, I feel like I am seeing it all.

a pa~nt~ng.

Like I am paAt 06

Pa~nt me yellow.

I'd like to get up and walk it out but that is impossible.
I'd like to that red-headed lifer into a gunny sack and beat
it open with a tire iron.

I'd like to call ten or twelve

rounds in on the Peace Talks in Paris.

I'd li.ke to go home.

I'd like to be nine years old and playing hide '· n seek along
the railroad tracks instead of hiding in the jungle somewhere
in the area of the Ho Chi Trail.
A rifle, An AK.

I'd .•.

Not very distinct and for a minute I'm

not even sure I hear it but then I hear it again, from the

direction of the LZ.

J\nd I begin to hear explosions in pairs,

then the sky is arced again and again and I know what is
happening, and where.

I roll over on my stomach not quite

sure ·what to do other than waking Bull who's awake even be-

fore I shake him anyway.
"Yeah,

11

is all he says.

I hear him chamber a round and

wonder why he does it for a minute.
11

Pops comes back saying

New York Yankees" to be sure we know it is him.

He comes

to our hole and Peacock and Prophet come too.
''OK," Pops says,

11

they' re getting hit.

\.•:hich way the trail is from here?

Everybody know

11

Yeahs and grunts.
"Which Claymore is which?
11

11

This one is the one looking up the trail, .. Bull says.
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"OK, just in case.

Corne with me, Gabe .

here, we're going down the trail a ways.
take the radio with us.
sport ' if I come back.

You guys stay

Don't panic.

I ' ll

Stay cool, I'll say 'Chevy SuperIf you hear anybody going by and

they're not namin' cars, blow the mines when you think they

are in range. "
'l'he action seems so far away .

Me, Pops, and CallmcBlack

go down the trail and get off where we were first going to

set up.

We can't see shit of course so have to hold onto

each other going down .

I try to be as quiet as I can but I

notice Pops is mostly in a hurry instead of worrying about
noise.

When we get to our position he sets the radio up and

dials it to the emergency push.

The LZ is calling in guns and

before the voice is done transmitting there is a hell of an
explosion and the push goes dead.
11

Jesus Fuckin Christ ,'' Pops says.

ting overrun!

1

'They might be get-

11

We can see the explosions from where we are and it surprises me that some are white and some are red and some are
yellow.

There are hand-held flares up everywhere and plenty

of M-16 fire putting tracer rounds in every direction.

'Ah ' m a gla' mo'fuck' Iain' in tha ' shit, '' Callmc says.

1

"We got hit like that about the third week I was in
country ,

11

Pops says .

"Everybody in my squad was wiped out or

shot up but me and Prophet.
11

what y'

11

s'pose Charlie is dumping in there?"

l!I
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radio,

Mortars, RPG's, maybe grenades.
11

Keep fuckin with the

he says to Callme, ttand see if you can pick up on a

different push.

If they got through much before we heard

them, there will be gunships all over this fuckin' area,

and I want to be sure they know where we are, if we can.

11

Then the big flashes begin to land all around the LZ,

some of them corning in groups of five.
of pattern to the concentration.

There is some kind

There must be three differ-

ent batteries firing and gradually the patterns become con-

fused.

It is like a movie and a Fourth of July celebration.

There are still some white and yellow flashes around the
hill that the LZ is on that must be Charlie's stuff.

We can

see it plenty clear now because there is enough illumination

hanging in the air to make the whole thing look like some
distant sports arena.

There must be fifty rounds of illu-

mination floating at different heights and now the smell
has reached our position.

Thick smoke dims the parachuting

rounds of illumination and the flashes change color slightly
through the smoke so the really big ones that are combing the
ridges look purple.
Pops has moved away a little and is trying to set the
radio up on higher ground.

CallrneBlack is huddled beside me

with his rifle pinned underneath his arms.
his teeth are rattling.

ne is shaking and

I feel doped.

At first the gunships coming up the valley sound like
the outhouse does on the first day warm enough to hatch the

:"!!-~· ~-~·•~·- _., -""-,---·
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flies.

'rhey come in twos, two pair.

and blue.

Blinking lights:

red

They strafe all around the base of the mountain

the LZ is on , and there is no way to describe it.

Rockets

and rniniguns and even though only about every seventh round
is a tracer the air and the ground is lined like a neon
screendoor.

One Cobra gunship can cover a football field

with a round in each inch; there are four Cobras circling and
firing.

The noise is unbelieveable.

Artillery rounds are

still coming in too and some are coming closer and closer to
where we are, walking our way in giant purple steps.
11

Callrne, you OK?" Pops asks.

CallmeBlack is trembling and his rifle is laying across
his lap now but a minute or so after Pops comes back Callme

is perfectly calm.
"God a ' might," he says . through a voice as black and deep
as the jungle was before the shit hit,

11

! couldn't get m'

shit gathered there a while lookin' at all them explosions.
God a ' mighty, I's shakin ' .

11

"Y'okay now?"
"OK, Pops.
'1

Ah'rn OK now. 0

Listen,'' Pops says.

''Charlie ain ' t gonna stick around

there long with all that stuff coming in so there's a chance

they might be coming by here .

If they do they'll be hustling

ass, might even be using flashlights .

So stay cool.

see anything or hear anything, don't move.

they ' re past us and fire short bursts after I do.

.i<:::-----------~-.·:
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If you

Just wait until

Let me on
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that side, Gabe .
11

11

You really think they might come this way?

"Shhh , there 1 s a chance.
All my muscles go hard.

11

Besides, Prophet thinks so."
I think of hiding underneath

a car and hearing the cops run by five years ago.

My legs ache but I can 1 t move .

myself sweating.

CallmeBlack ' s BO.

Like goat piss.

I can feel
I can smell

The Cobras have quit fir-

ing and are only sounds now , above the clouds or smoke that
is everywhere .

Rhythmnically now, illumination rounds pop

above the smoke and drift down and make the whole sky somehow look like a petticoat, just before I see the flashlights.
Coming up the hill like three dirt bikes coming across
a pasture at night:

lights, then voices.

Just now and then,

utterances like sows jockeying for place at the trough in the
winter time, gasps almost.

I hear them like I am listening

to a television movie from a different room.

It reminds me

of opening the kitchen door to a Chinese restaurant I used
to have on my garbage route:

quick, unreal sounds.

are even with us, ten feet away.
Pops opens up.

Me .

CallmeBlack .

and a claymore goes off.

'l'hey

They are half-running.
Screams and more running

Two more M-16 1 s pump short bursts.

The Claymore starts some jungle on fire for a minute and I
can see spastic movement like a chicken with her head gone.
Then it is dark- ~gain.

And quiet.

Pops is shaking like Callme was before.

His teeth are

chattering and he is doubled over at the stomach.

~--~-~
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He pukes
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on my boot.

it.

I've got snot in my mustache and keep licking at

I can smell CallmeBlack's goat-piss BO, Pops' puke, gun-

powder.

~Jhen we get back to the others they are all there smoking cigarettes.
11

What time is it?

"Couple hours.''

How long 'til it's light?''

I
Chapter Six
Nobody says much for the next hour or so.

I am laying

ram not a6Aaid.

gu.eu 110-

in the trench chain smoking.

body id.

Not a. 6Aa.id o 6 Aegimentd o 6 enemy.

likely thue a.Ae a. lot 06 them a.Mu.nd heAe.

IVhy not?

U id

But domething

Wa.!J down deep da.yd tlte!f won't 6u.c.k with u.d any moAe tonight.
God

widh the nigltt wad done.

other guys by their cigarettes.

U id daAk.

I can see the

Little orange lights.

Once

I catch the lights of a Dustoff going over, through the canopy.

The c.anopy above u.d id ad thic.k ad AadpbUAiU mu.dt be

to a Aabbit oA a mole.

1-ly mind is working slow,

r think.

I

keep getting stuck on thoughts, like having this rabbit'seye view of the world all the time.

they .. . aAe di66uent than u.d.
theiA waA.

Thue Vinkd .. .tlte e11emy ...

Thid id theiA WMld.

Bu.t, dome 06 tltem aAe dead a11d r 'm not.

Thid id
Thid

Now I wonder what we will find when it gets light.
imagine the scene with wax bodies.

I

When I think of it I

think of seeing civil war paintings in history books.

A

wounded Yankee standing with a bandage around his head and a
musket at his side, in the foreground.

The bodies are always

in the background and except for a splotch of blood they always look asleep.

I keep seeing a particular painting but it

never has a name and I don't know exactly where I've seen it.
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And I think of a bad wreck that I saw three years ago .
Lots of b l ood and one woman died.

I remember standing there

afterwards , and the redlights all crisscrossing and somebody
was sweeping the glass into a pile and somebody else was
throwing dirt on the gasoline and the blood .

I remember see-

ing the woman's scarf snagged on a piece of the windshield.
I la i d it on the end of the stretcher when they loaded her ,
even though I knew she was dead.
I remember seeing Chickenfeed cry, and seeing his thigh
bone like a broken branch.

in Japan .

I wonder if he is in a hospital

I wonder if he could wear his wooden leg backwards

if he wanted t o.

I wonder if he can fuck upsidedown, how he

could hold his wife on with just that stub .

I wonder if

Albert Steven ' s grave has any grass growing on it yet .

I

wonder what we ' ll do with the bodies when it gets l ight.
"Peacock,

11

I say , "What will we do with the bodies? 11

"Let ' s c,11t the ears off.

When I first came over I re-

member one short-timer drinking beer in an EM club.
dipping an ear in his beer and then sucking on it.
"C 1 mon,

He was

11

I . .. "

"No shit, man.

Guys get that way .

Company when I got here.

We had one

He wanted u souvenir.

talking about cutting some Dink ' s cock off .

in Echo

lfe was always

11

"What happened to him?"
"He fell out of a bird and broke his neck."
r can bar ely make out Peacock ' s silhouette.

Our t renches
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are lined by our rucksacks and the rucks are as big as half
a guy so I feel a little like there are more than six of us
sitting around.

The day sounds are beginning to come back.

Birds are making low-down noises from the branches and vines.
There are other noises too that don't sound like birds.

wonder if it is monkeys.

I

Pops turns the volume up on the

radio and we can hear the LZ talking to the Dustoffs that
come in, but the radio is behind a ruck from where I am sitting and I can't understand what is said.

No one has to tell

me that the reason there are so many helicopters is because
the z took heavy casualties.
"I bet we get a shipment of FNG's,

11

Peacock says.

"I wonder how bad it was last night?"
11

I heard twelve KIA I s on the radio,•· CallmeBlack says.

11

If you heard it on the radio,

talking about enemy KIA's.

11

Pops says, "then they' re

They never tell how many we took.

When did you hear that?"
11

Not long after we called in," Callme says.

'"!'here's bound to be plenty of Woundeds," Prophet says.
01

bad.

Yeah, with all those birds going in in the dark, it's
And it makes sense.

Charlie was pouring shit into that

Z for a good twenty minutes before they got any support, and
Charlie makes a lot more rounds count than we do."
'1

Espccially when there's no santlbag s on the roofs.t'

•t I never thought I'd be glad to be on a patrol but •.•

11

"If we can't get back to the Z early today we'll be in
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the same mess as ever .

No overhead on those hootches is like

an arcade for Charlie . 11
A big bird flies over us low and we can hear it beat
wings to a stop , then a throaty caw-caw that sounds like a
giant crow comes back from where the Oinks are.
weirdest , co l dest sound I have ever heard .
other sounds too.

Like smaller birds.

It is the

There are some

It sounds for an in-

stant l i ke three or four roosters eyeballing each other.

Wha

11

1

fuck's that?" Callrne says .

"I think some kind o ' vulture."
"I know what he's making breakfast on."
"Goddamn, that ' s gross, man.

11

"We ought to throw a frag over there or something."
11

Fuckit, it ' s only Oinks.

sonobitches anyway.

I don't want to look at the

Let the buzzards eat em up before it

gets light and we can tell the Lifers it was all a mistake."
"Throw a clod of dirt that way, Prophet,

11

Pops says.

Prophet stands up and shouts, but not too loud, then

picks up and throws something.

The bird takes off .

[Gll.a.nda.ddy 6a.id I wa.6 left on a. bu.zza.J1.d 6.tu.mp.

"Ou..t

look.in ' 60"- mu.6ltJ1.0om6 one da.y a.nd 6ea.J1.ed a. big ol' bu.zza.Jl.d
ou..ta. .th' ell.eek bed, 6a.id .to m'6el6, 'Wha..t wou.ld a. bu.zza.Jl.d be
ea.tin' on down .thue?' a.11d when I went on down in .tlte ell.eek
I 6ee a. ol ' 6yea.moll.e 6.tu.mp .tltell.e a.nd what.ta.ya. know?

You. well.e

la.yin.' .tltue 6 eekin' you.JI. .tlwmb, Ga.be, and you.JI. dia.pell. 6u.ll
o' 6.il.tlt .

Ma.y be .tl,a..t' 6 wlty .tha..t ol' bu.na.ll.d le.6.t you.." J
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"What do you think the Oinks are worried about around
here," Peacock says.

It is light enough now that I can make

out everybody's silhouette.

Peacock is sitting on a ruck.

Everybody else is still sitting in the trenches.
11

Maybe a hospital."

''Maybe we I re closer to the Ho Chi than we think.

11

"We gotta be close to something or they wouldn 1 t be

fuckin with us."
The mosquitoes get bad all at once.
swatting at them and so is Peacock.

Big fuckers.

I'm

Prophet giggles.

"You fuckers must smell pretty bad," he says, "careful
that vulture don't get a whiff of you or he'll be back for

lunch."

"The fuckers are eating on you too but you ain 1 t taking
your malaria pills,

Peacock says to Prophet.

11

"You just want

to lure yourself a Anopheles big enough to get you a temperature high enough to get out o' the field, that 1 s all . "
"I could take a dose now, for sure.
a 103 instant-like.
rear tomorrow.

And I'd never be back in this goddamn jungle,

you can bet on that.
11

I wish I could get

I'd be sitting in ice baths back in the

11

Buy the medic off. ' 1

"Tried it . "
11

Rub cum on your face.

I read once where Anopheles are

queer for cum smell."
11

-

--

Open your mouth and catch me some."
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"What did the Lifers say to do when it gets light?"
"Said get a count and call em."
"It's light enough to count."
"No , t 1 ain 1 t.

If them dinks boobytrapped themselves

and we can't see good we might all get blown to the buzzards."
It begins to rain again.

canopy is peaceful.

The sound of it raining on the

The rain here sounds different than any-

where else I've ever been; there is absolutely nothing but
jungle for it to land on and it sounds loud when it seems
like it should sound soft, just landing on leaves .

if the eyes on the corpses are open.
is landing in their eyes .

I wonder

I wonder if the rain

And as it gets lighter the rain

gets worse and worse but most of it is only dripping off the
canopy.

It doesn't rain hard enough to penetrate.

We are all huddled into our ponchos because it is cold
too .

All six of us are fastened into our own poncho :

CallmeBlack and Prophet are leaning against each other.
is curled up at my feet .

Pops

He has his poncho snapped up all

the way and the hood is tied tight and his hat is on top of
the hood.

1t 1 s a classic hat:

the brim is shaped as ir-

regular as a dried-up catalpa leaf.

Ile has all the LZs he

has been on listed, there must be twenty.

lie has a calendar

I can ' t make shit of, except I can tell by all t he ink that
he has been here a long time.
"Pops?

How many days you got left?"

"Don't ask me goddamnit, I want to lose track . .. 67."

·"--=~ ---------~-_._ _____.IIL__Lj
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'"You leave in February?"
"Yeah, February 20th, two weeks after Tet."

"Tet's a real mothafucker, ain 1 t it? 11

'"l'et is when you want to be in a hole with ten layers
of sandbags, Birdseye,

11

Prophet says.

He has stood up and

is taking his poncho lose.
11

Tet, '' Pops says, getting up too, "is when I goddamn

want to be in Base Camp, going home.''
"You know they're gonna try and keep you out here, man.

1'hey want all the good-guys out here they can get when

Charlie is hot.

11

"I went through last year's and the only way I'm gonna
be out here is if I'm bound and gagged or if I get blown
into pieces too small for youse guys to ship to The World."
"Let's look see what we got out there," Peacock says.
"The sooner we get it done the sooner we can get back build-

ing our hole."
I really take my time.
off.

I get up slow and take my poncho

1'he rest of them are stalling until everybody is ready.

CallmeBlack and me are the last.
phet goes last.

It surprises me that Pro-

Peacock goes first.

radio in one hand.

Pops is dragging the

I take the round out of my chambe r but

leave the clip in.
Blood.
I didn't really expect it because of the rain, I reckon,
or I expected it to be dried maybe:

I can't believe how much
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there is.

It is splattered everywhere, like someone threw it

around or shot it out of a fire hydrant.

On all the leaves

next to the trail; all over the rocks and vines at my feet.
Everywhere.

As we came up some rodents scampered away and

as we are standing there I can see two little eyes watching
out from between the rocks.
I think there were four Oinks.

Two bodies are only legs

and pieces and two are almost whole.

One of the most com-

plete ones is mostly detached from the head.

The head is hung

on by a strip of neck, but it is strung half a foot away and
the face is gone.
11

Mothafucker," Bull says.

I wonder again what the hell

we're going to do with this ....
The radio is a constant hum of static.

There are a lot

of flies and some birds are squawking above us.

can hear the drone of helicopter.

Far off I

I have been breathing fast

and have to take a deep breath; I smell something besides
the wet jungle, but it doesn't really smell dead.

if blood has a smell by itself.
vultures smell.

I wonder

I wonder if the blood is what

For a minute I feel like my mind is careen-

ing way above all this.

I am watc.1,-i.ng u6 look. at the bod-i.u.

6ee Pop6 6a1J-i.1tg,
"Four of em.

That 1 s all we want to know.

back to the trenches and I'll call in.
around here .

Let's go

I don't want to stand

Pick up the rifles."

And 1 ean 6ee me lean ove~ to p-i.ek up a gun.

When 1

1111 1
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oeel it my mind comes back together.

We go back to where our

rucks are .
The rifle is an AK-47.

I can never forget the sound,

as distinct as an M-16 and a .22 caliber.
doesn't look flawless like it sounds .

But the rifle

It is beat to shit.

The stock is wired on and there is tape wound around the barrel about half way up where the forepiece is missing.
der which of the four it belonged to.

I wonder if I ever heard it.

killed any Gis.

I won-

I wonder if it had
I smell it to

see if I can tell if it was fired last night but there
isn't any smell except the metal.

It is heavier than my

rifle, as heavy as a single-shot coon gun.

I ve heard it called a "banana clip" and now I

is curved.
know why.
a toy.

The more I stare at the gun the more it looks like

The way the stock is wired on, it looks like a kid's

homemade toy.
11

Its ammo clip

1

It's clip is full of U.S . ammo .

Greenleaf this is Titbird .

How's your copy?" Pops has

the radio up on a rock and the way he is standing there
talking into the microphone reminds me of a Cincinnati cop
calling in from a beat box .
11

Goddarnn it," he says.

Then he switches the push and

tries again.
"Good copy,
"OK,

11

11

the radio says back.

Pops says,

11

we got four rabbits out here.

to know what to do, over .

\1e want

11

The guy on the radio is just a radioman , says he will

II
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check the 'Jliqher-higher " and get back,
''Them Oinks were shot up pretty bad, say the least,

1

Bull says.
' Looked like they caught that mine letters-high,' Pea
says.

He is rubbing across the front of his shirt, where a

uniform would have the name.

I think of taking a hard pitch

I thought would break, completely losing my wind, knocking
myself half out with my bat, spiking my own leg when I go
down, the whole bit •.• and I almost think of catching fifty
pellets out of that claymore, but I can't

''Ti third, Greenleaf, over.
"Gotcha.

I won't

I <lon't.

11

11

There's a lot of static all at once and the radio
sounds dead for a minute then the guy comes back.
11

Titbird, how's your copy?

"Good copy.
11

Go

Over."

ahead damnit.

we must be getting jammed,

11

11

the radioman says ... "Hello

Charlie ... any,.-,ay, Titbird, Higher says cut a chimney they 1 11
be out.

Over."

Prophet slams his hat down on his thigh and Pops bags
the microphone with his other hand.
CallmeBlack and me just stand there.
going on.

11

I don't know what's

Bull is looking up.

"No way , '' Pops says to us.
here.

Peacock says "fuck" and

Fuck those Lifers.

"We can• t cut a chimney

11

Al l they want to do is make sure we counted right and I

~---~--u
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ain't fuckin doin it," Prophet says.
I can't iMagine how we could cut a hole through the
canopy big enough to let a Loach down, and I can't imagine
why .
Like he can read my mind Pops looks at me and says,
"They wanna bring a Chieu Hai out here and see if he can
tell what unit these Oinks are from."
"Chieu Hai" means something like "with open arms . "

It

is what the Army calls enemies who surrender, then become
scouts and interpreters.

I've never heard Gis say much good

about the Chieu Hois with our company.
on our LZ a couple time s:
that.

They have only been

e vil-looking bastards, I'll say

Most of the time they are in Rase Camp or in the air.

Somewhere besides where the shit hits.
There isn't enough left of the four Oinks to tell anybody jack shit, far as I can tell.

how all this will end .

I'm beginning to wonder

It seems like a physical impossibility

to cut a chute through the canopy but I know the Lifers are
serious.
"Tell the fuckers to walk out here," Bull says.
"We sure as hell did .

Jl.nd then did the work.

Higher-higher cocksuckers come out on these SRRPs . '
11

Let those
1

The next one that comes out with us better be a careful

sonofabitch, " Prophet says.
"And that's exactly why they auit coming out with us,"
Pops says.

11

They 1 re stupid but not too goddamn stupid to
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figure out that there's been a few fuckin mutinies in their
unit, this war.

11

"Well do something , for Chris'sakes.

we can't cut em a

hole, and we sure as fuck don't want to stay here much longer.
I'll bet Charlie has us pegged now."
"What the fuck we gonna do?'.

"Call and tell em to walk out.
here before c:i.ark .

They can still get out

11

"Let me talk to the Lima Tango," Pops says.

The voice that comes on isn't our platoon Eltee, I know
that.

He is from Atlanta and has the accent.

answers Pops sounds like it is from Brooklyn.

1ntelligenee Uan 61tom Ba•e Camp.
i• 011 the LZ about hal6 the time.

The voice that
f.!u..ti.t be

an

0Jt maybe the eaptain that
Hi• uni601tm i• al,rny•

•ta1tehed and he i• a b1to,,m-11o•ing 6ueke1t, alway• klHing the
Colonel'• au .
<1011 at all.

Alway• yelling at u• little gu.y• 601t no Jtea-

All the time 1 •ee him Jtu.nnin g aJtou.nd--it •eem•

lil,e lte i• only thue du.1ti11g the day--he ha• a CaJt-15 on.
That i• a 6a•tu, lighte1t 1ti6le.

G1tu.11t• •hou.ld /,ave them bu.t

auholu lik.e him that 11eve1t need them do.

They loo/, good, in

pietu.1te•.

"Titbird, this is Beaver . "
11

1t's that Captain,

11

Peacock says.

I know he means the

one I thought, but he has the code sheet and might have
checked it to be sure .
11

s0 what," Pops says .

Then he interrupts the voice and

l
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says we need more than a beaver to clear a chimney big enough

to get a b ird in.
''Titbird," the voice says, "It is important to the cause
to identify your rabbits.

I am giving you an oscar.

Over."

l!He is ordering us to dig our own graves, even if we
could do it , " Dull says .
"Make the cocksucker understand we can't do it!" Pro-

--- -

phet says .
'Beaver, I say again, No Can Do."

1

"Wait one," the radio says.

Nobody says anything for

the two minutes there isn • t any traffic.

stunned.

And mad.

r.verybody looks

ean't believe it .

"Ti tbircl, transport your rabl:.>i ts to checkpoint Bravo
and a team will meet you there.

Out.

11

Peacock begins stabbing the mud he is sitting in with
his knife .

I sit up on the edge of the trench and begin

jiggling my legs.
11

s0

I'm tense.

let's goddamn meet them there and they can court-

mart i al us for not bringing the bacon,

11

Bull says.

"Man, they'll just bust us all and try to send us back
out, then

if we don't go we'll do bad time in LBJ and they'll

send us right back out here . ''

No •hl.t.

I6 we dl•obey them we'll al l get •ent t o t he

•lam and then get •e•t baek.

I hate 06!lee4• 604 what they

am a• good a• them ba•ta4d• bmt alt they got to
do l• •au tlie wo4d and I ge.t •ent to ja.lt 604 not doing

'

-

-

-
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Jome..t!ti1tg .tl,ey t•:ouldn '.t do,

I am .tl!.a.ppe.d,

"Are we supposed to call them back when we get there?"
Peacock says.

"All he said was--''
"Yeah," Prophet interrupts , 'Call em and say send a taxi

after we dragged the mothafuckin corpses all the way through
this damn jungle while they sit back there getting dug in,
then fly out to meet us.'
but not yelling.

He stands and is talking louder

''Then, goddamn it!

Then, they' 11 turn that

helicopter around and we' 11 goddamn have to walk back too!•·

"Those bastards that keep track of the numbers, the real
hardcore Lifers don't even think about us having to kill
these guys , let alone having to haul around what ' s left of
them , y'know?

They probably CAN'T think of it , just have

wetdreams about being a hero when they get home.

They don't

care--"

"Sure they care," Peacock says .

make us drag em to that clearing.
the chances .

'Thcy care enough to

1

Meanwhile us taking all

If Charlie is around here close and sees any

signs you know he ain't gonna goddamn worry anything about
big guns out here .

He's gonna have our shit on a stick .

He ' ll be hawking my goddamn watch in Hanoi if he knows what

we're carrying and just happens to see us clocl-hoppin city
boys here in his jungle .

Them Lifers care enough about num-

bers and the glory that goes with a big number, that they're

gonna say all these Oinks only had one arrn anyway, so we
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really blew eight away . "
'Peacock, '· Pops says , "I never heard you be so right.

1

Jehuh, .the 6lieh.

11

We have two sets of our ponchos

snapped into pairs and are going to gather the bodies onto
the ponchos, then split the weight up so four guys can carry
the two slings; even then two guys will have to hump the radio,
the machine gun, and the extra weapons so really we'll be

fuckin-A useless if anything happens.
look for the best way [by himhel6t].

Prophet says he'll go
We want to keep him as

light as we can because he will be walking Point.

and the rest of us go back to the site together .

He leaves

The flies

are so loud I hear them from eight or ten raeters away.

So

loud .
\·1e spread the ponchos out like we' re there for a picnic.

Nobody talks.

We all stand still.

1'hen CallmcDlack begins

humming "Swing Low Sweet Chariot" and Pops drags most of a

body onto one of the ponchos .

the body ' s legs.

The guys drag along between

The flies swar~ in one extra-loud sound and

land again when the body is on the poncho.

Pops goes off from

us a bit.
Right at my feet is one of the odd arms.

It is short

but looks like what is there is almost all of what there ever
"as, like it came off at the shoulder [ "l e.t.te'1. lt-i.glt " ].
are flies around its bloody end too .

There

CallmeBlack is stil l

humming and has tossed a couple pieces onto the honcho .

pick the arm up by the unbloody hand and it is like I am

I
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shaking hands ,,:ith the oldest schoolmarm in Ohio, on the

ThRt eold.

coldest Halloween ever.

Mo~e.

I fling the arm onto the pile that must be most of two
guys now.

Pops is back.

CallmeBlack sits down and spits a lot but doesn't puke,
between his boots .

The head that had been hanging onto Pops '

body is mostly l aying there between me and CallmeBlack and we
both see it about the same time.

It is most of a face but

ha lf of it is turned into the muddy trail so it looks like a
mask except for the blood and the flies.

CallmeBlack and I

both look at it and then at each other and he looks back between his boots and half spits half retches.

I kick the head

with my boot and it is a good kick; the face sails a foot off
the ground and lands at the top of the pile, then rolls over
the top.

I'm glRd lt doe,n't end up looking Rt me.

Peacock and BullDurham have collected the other parts
and a r e about to fold the collection into the poncho and tie
it shut .
11

Hake sure they're about as heavy as each other,

11

Pops

says , 'they'll get heavy and awkward as a bitch anyway, even
though we don't really have that far to go."
0

I pretended I was sp l itting a hundred pounds of Cambo-

dian Red weed, Pops .

half was mine.

I eyeballed it li}:e I didn ' t know which

I--,'' Peacock says.

"OK, OK, OK," Pops says.
Prophet cones back and says he went about half a klik or
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so and it's not that bad.
11

Naybe fine for a stroll," Bull says,

,;but I've carried

enough bucks out of Georgia t' know this ain't gonna be pud.
"Carrying em beats being them,
to hell.

CallmeBlack says.

1•

"All

I'll sing and work for a ride back to The World,

even this kind o' work.
1

11

I'm not proud.

11

·You niggers are al l alike," Peacock says .

CallmeBlack smiles like they have been friends all their
lives.

ii.
Prophet takes Point and carries one of the extra rifles

and I walk second.

Bull has the other end of the poncho I'm

carrying; then Peacock and CallmeBlack co~e, carrying the
other poncho.

We tried stringing the weight on some vines

but it didn ' t work very well because the trail is too sharp
in places and the vines are too long to make the turns without the lead guy having to stop and turn around, which ain't

good.

So I twist the corner together and use both hands to

hold my end on my shoulder.

Prophet helped me sling my rifle

with shoelaces so it at least hangs in front of me and will

be possible to get to, if it comes to that.

rops stays quite

a ways back from our caisson train; he has to manage the
radio, the Sixty, extra rifles, and pull rear security .
The going is slow and seems noisy to me.

For a while we

walk on a fairly level trail and our footing is solid .
weight gets heavy though and we have to rest.

The

When we set
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the poncho down the flies all seem to catch up and sw irl in
and out of the holes between where the ponchos are snapped

together.

The blood still isn•t dried so when I pick 111Y end

up the blood in the knot I am using as a han<lle squeezes out
and some runs down my arms .
Prophet stops us and says rest because we're going downhill before long and it is steep .
bird wil l come to below us.

I can sec the swale the

It stands out not only because

it isn 1 t thick jungle but because it is a different shade of
green than everything else.

I wonder why .

•pot• aae all ovea the•e Vietnam mountain•.

Tltue odd
It doe•n't ae-

mind me 06 home becau•e T don't know anywheae theae tho.t 1
c.a.n tiee. m.i..le-6 and not .oee any.thing ma.nma.de..

I.t doe!Jn'.t /Le.-

mind me o 6 /tome but thue i• .ame:tlting Jamilio.a about them,

thue •wale., •omething 0amiliaa . . ..
The goddamn 6lie•.
buzzards or Charlie.

They seem loud enough to call the

When nobody is talking, and nobody is

now except Peacock needs a match, the flies seem like they
are flying in tune.
of l ong-ago songs .

Listening there I hear different snatches
I hear nursery rhymes sung; I hear church

choirs and classical music .

I hear the ditty that is the

commercial for life insurance , and it comes to me what the
swales remind me of .

Tl,e eemetuy.
60.ct .

All tlte eemetuiu l have evu •een in

But .the one «·hue daddy'• buaied i• o. di66uent eola1t

than .tile ae•t 06 Ohio .

===-=----_:_ --- -- - __-: : . . :__.:._: : : . .:_ _
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c.emetu.y.

any. .. .

And the weed6 g'1.ow gJ1.ee11u .i.n that ma'1.6h than
[The StaJ1..U1tg6 land the'1.e evuy yea"- and people c.om-

pla.i.n about the 6ound they ma~e.J
11

Fuckuva l ot of flies," Prophet says .

Then, "Let• s

go . "
Pops was calling in as we all got up .

I couldn ' t hear

what he was saying or what he was hearing, even though I was

onl y about fifteen feet away .

It takes skill to use an Army

PRC-25 radio so that it isn't like using one of those speakers
in a supermarket.

A PRC-25 can wake you up with just its

static and using one quietly in a jungle is skill .

the poncho , glad for Pops .
t he Fear comes and goes.

I shoulder

I am getting to be a F.O.G. and
Carrying these pieces of bodies to

a he licopter landing in a small clearing mal:es the Fear come
hard and, maybe , makes me fall flat down on my face.

I cut

my face up pretty bad but never drop my end of the poncho.
But as we go more and more downhill, me only trying to stand
up and Prophet waiting and scouting up ahead, as we stumble
a l ong , an arm works its way out of the seam where a snap has

come l oose and keeps slapping me in the back of the head with
every bounce.

Just as we get to the bottom of the mountain but not yet
t o the edge of the clearing we can hear the bird beating over
the distant mountains .

It is no louder that far away than the

f lies tha t arc sti ll with us.
re st.

•=:..:__•.:... •
'

~

M:: -

We set the ponchos down and

Everybody chambers a round and waits .
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"You ever pray? 11 Peacock whispers.

I nod my head yes and look at CallmeBlack.
like he did last time I looked at him this close:
is still dirty oil and he is sweating.

hame. po11.u hWe.at all the. t,i.me.

He looks
his color

I wo11de.11. i..6 the. exact

His eyes are not that big but

they show up like double dome lights in an Oldsmobile .

So do

his teeth , maybe like a chrome grill in a black limousine.
He quits smiling and puts his lips together and I can barely
hear him humming.

Then I am humming it, mostly to myself .
is too:

I think Peacock

the helicopter swings into view at just the right

chorus of our hum job:
[ 11

home..

Sw.i.11g low, ~taee..t clta11...i..ooot., com.in'

6oJt. to ea.11..11..y me.

Sw,i.119 low- - '' l
'l'he Slick coasts down with its machine guns poling out

so directly opposite each other that it reminds me of a
dragonfly with a pin through it.

It doesn't draw any fire

but Cha11..Ue. coflld be wa ,i.t,i.ng Oflt o 6 hi..ght jflht li..ke tee a11.e.,

wa,i.t,i.ng on flh to make hlow ta11.geth, hwnp,i.ng pi..ec.u 06 c.om11.adu th11.oflgh wai..ht-h,i.gh elephant 911.au, to c.atc.h a 11.J..de
bac.k to that LZ he. ble.w apa11.t lM t n,i.g ht.
It is muddy enough that every step I make I go into mud
up to the top of my boots .
ble .

I try to hurry but it is impossi-

The helicopter is hovering about four feet off the

ground and its prop blast works against us, so it is a suner

mothafucker to lug that weight through mud against the force

=-~ -•--:-.::- . -- -.::: -.... --·__ ____.ll_l_j
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of the propeller that sucks the water out of the grass and

soaks me, and stings my face and blinds me.

'l'hey can I t land

to shut the engine down so none of us can hear anything ex-

cept Pops who is huddling in the grass talking over the
radio to the pilot while the rest of us lift the ponchos up
over our heads.

'l'he machine gunners help lift them in.

Our

platoon Eltee and the red-haired lieutenant are inside, so
is the Captain--code-name-Beaver--with a headset on so maybe

Pops is talking to him.
Pops begins screaming into his mike and flipping
you" at the bird that now picks up a few feet.

11

fuck

'l'he extra

wind velocity forces us low to the ground and while we're

down the bird dips and takes off.

1 don' .t 6u.ek-i.n bel-i.eve -i..t

a.nd ne-i..the11. dou a.nybody elhe, 61tom .tlte-i.1t lookh.

When the

bird is far enough away we can hear him, Pops says get into
cover and we begin running low and slow through the mud to

the jungle.
All of us are out of breath when
few minutes we sit there huffing.

we get back and for a

Prophet takes the extra

rifle off his neck.
"What the hell is happening?" he asks Pops.
''Fuckers . . . ,

1'

Pops says, still winded, ''Cocksucker says

he couldn't take us on the bird.
he told me,

'If Charlie was out here,'

'while you guys were loading, he I d sure as fuck

be lobbing mortars at this bird, so you guys get back in
cover and we 1 11 call you and tell you where to go.•

--~--~
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"Let me have that radio,

Peacock says.

11

" I 1 11 call him

and tell him where t o go . "
11

Ar.d tell him when he gets there to buy a suit of armor

because I may be there before he is, and if I am I'm gonna
be juggling his balls sooner or later," Prophet says.
loo ks meaner t han ever.

He

Even his face is a different color:

brown as hell from the sun but red now too.

Anger so elec-

tric and obvious it bothe rs me even though I know I'm on his
side.
''We best take up a collection," Bull says.

''I' 11 put in

five to warn him and ten if he gets transferred.•·
"Same here," Prophet says .
"Me too,'' Peacock adds .

And it is l ike Ca llrneBlack and me are the only men at a
qu ilting bee and one old lady just said she was horny .

I

feel like I I m a c.om..i.c. -&t1r..-lp and c.a.n I t Jt.c.a.d mtJ vo..i.c.e. balloon.

I want to 90 back and 4ead the 6i46t pa4t •6 the ca4too•
aga.-i.n.

I'm not .&ult.e. I 1.oide1r..&tand wha.t i...6 going on.

li ke my hat is on wrong.

CallmeBlack begins talking.

I feel
Real

slow:

"Y'all waitin on me to say I 1 m on to a fraggin in the
makin?

we ll, Ah ' m on to it.

P.. nd Ah'm on to how much money 1 s

gain to be in the frag man's pocket .

hole in it.

Besides , Ah'm tired 0

1

An' m' pockets gotta

workin an' sicko' dyin'

a n' gettin sicko' wa lkin' . .. " and all of us arc laughing
then.
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For me it was like seeing Lightnin in an "Amos 'n Andy."
I

love him.

/tow ltM.d

IJOU.

The '""Y :to :teU how long you've been ltue -i.h by
got :to look «nd how long

!JOU

have :to wa.-l:t 6M

home:th-i.ng :to be 6<rnny .
iii.

The radio is on low and we've been sitting for fifteen
minutes.

It has stopped raining completely and there is a

lot of sun and a bank of clouds in the West.

Below us the

mountains are patched in shadow and these different color
swales, so looking over the jungled mountains is for a minute
like waking up in a sick room with an extra comforter on the

bed, one that's not as familiar, the '' sick quilt.''

I flash

a couple times on being in bed and not knowing if I like being sick and waited on or not.
The radio lays in the circle made by all our boots and
is almost constant static.

Now and then there is a weak

transmission and as often the back-chilling "squelch" breaks
that eventually begin feeling like fingernails on a blackboard but somehow seem reassuring too .
"Ti third, Over.''
"'l'itbird," Pops says, and gets his hand on the volume
knob.

Then, "Good copy. "
"Hump to Coordinates code Zulu and rcndcvous with Sierra

Delta .
11

How ' s your copy?
Greenleaf, Titbird .

Over.

11

Wait one, Over . "

Peacock has the map but for a while can't find the code
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book and it is ten minutes before we determine we know where
we 1 re going and that we can get there before dark.

Mean-

while the Lifers try to contact us but Pops only breaks
squelch to tell him we hear him.

I /tape .tlte Cap.ta.lit .l& l.l&-

ten.lng tltJLouglt headphonu and the clt.lll gou all the way dow11
to h.l& a&&hole.
We walk about fifteen minutes, then stop to eat.
ing C-rations reminds me of eating cold leftovers.

eat-

A few

times I have heated something up but when I do I usually burn

the bottom of whatever I'm cooking, spill about half of it
trying to hold onto the can while I'm heating it, and most
always get sand in the food or run out of water to drink.
In fifty days I 1 ve had about three decent meals.

When

we stay on the same LZ long enough and if the rains aren't

too bad for birds to fly, we get
every three days.

11

hots'' flown in from BC about

But "hots" are usually warm at most and

usually no better than C's, so I'm losing the gut I never got
to get until now I have to fasten my utes to keep them from
sliding down to my ass.

I've had the same pair of pants on

all the time I've been here and they 1 re crusty now:

dried

mud and spilled c-ration grease, sweat and the remains of my
shit that I half-washed out with muddy water in my helmet.
I lace the bottoms of my trousers just above my boots so t he
river leaches don't sneak in, and so there's that much less
pantsleg flopping around to get caught on stuff along the
trails .

Above where the legs are laced, my utes arc torn.
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Everybody is tired and hungry and everybody but Bull is
eating.

Bull is staring at a beat-to-shit paperback that he

never turns the page in.

His face is lined there in the sun:

lines of grime stuck in his skin, pockmarks like a checkerboard or naugehyde, a mustache like it was trimmed with a

lawnmower sticking out under his crooked nose.

One of his

nervous habits is shutting half his nose with his biggest
knuckle and he is doing it now, looking sometimes at the

book and sometimes into the jungle .

He roars a big fart and,

like that's what he is waiting on, he opens a can of C's that
look like chopped-eggs-and-ham from where I am sitting, beside CallrneBlack who still smells like goat piss.
Once I think I see movement behind Prophet and I am
surprised that when I tense up everybody else does too.

Call-

meBlack and Pops stop eating and look the way I am; Prophet
and Peacock look at me and don't move.

Nothing else moves

where I thought I saw something for the couple minutes I
stare hard at it, feeling like I am shivering inside.
I relax the rest of them seem to too.

When

It makes funny waves

in that part of me that is always trying to figure out how I
stand in this outfit:

the feeling is hard to name, is maybe

a cousin to the feeling of unshucking an ear of corn that
grew in sight of your window.
When everybody is done eating Peacock lights a big b0\·71
and it goes around extra because Prophet and Pops don't smoke ,
so when we're up and begin humping up the next mountain the

----. ··--........-- -·-- - --
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leaves look pasted along the trail we're on.

I didn't mean

to get as stoned as I am and I don't want to let the radio
antenna remind me enough of parking and petting and watching

the Ohio to drag my sense out of the jungle and into the back
seat of my old Chevy, but I did, I do, and I am ... [lay~ng

thv1.e w~tl, hWeat

~11

ou11. bellybuttonh and elotl,u eloheby ~"

eahe the eoph eome, hmok~ng, htJi.of,~119 ... J and walk up to about
three feet from Bull before I remember where I'm at.
"You awake? 11 he asks .

I nod and strain to see if I can spot Prophet, maybe
even straining to see if I can spot what he is straining to

see .

The trail makes a bend about five meters away and Pops

is standing there, still.

The antenna on the radio on his

back waves back and forth and catches what little sunlight
there is.

While I ' m looking at him Pops waves us on and dis-

appears around the bend in the trail.
I tell myself a time or two to get off the stone and pay
attention so eventually I am watching along our

left and

listening for anything that don't sound like it belongs.
we go pretty much up but pretty easy for an hour before
we stop to check the map beside a thicket that looks like a
giant broom growing upside down.

"We 1 re fucked," Bull says.
·Easy, man,u Pops says, "we're okay if we no North.

1

Any

blue l ine that wide on this map is gotta be a big enough river
we can't miss it, and we ain't crossed any rivers .

Might be
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a good thing to hustle off this trail though.

I'll bet it

keeps on going around this hump , what do you think, Prophet?"
"I'm for getting off this trail if we can catch one going
North, but if we don't hit one pretty soon we better either
cut one or set up for the night.

"I 'rn hip ,

11

Peacock says,

11

11

I clan' t want to be whistling

down no trail along a blue line looking for some dumbass Gis

when it gets about half dark."
"We can pick em up on the radio."
'*And tell em what?

Not to set up any trip flares or

mines until after dark because we might be tripping them if

they do?"
"Just call in and say we 1 re coming and if we ' re not

there by dark we' 11 call in."
"Call in bullshit, we don I t even know where we are.'

"So let's goddamn hump it hard to the blue line . "
I'm glad we find a trail in the next hundred meters .

It

is past the middle of the day and my ass is dragging so until
we fin<l the little side trail I'm beginning to come sober
quick and the Fear comes with it.

I am hoping to be in a

trench big enough to stretch in when it comes dark and I'd
sure as hell rather be with the squad we are to meet than
lost.

The new trail is a lot smaller and it is impossible

to walk any other way but with my rifle straight ahead, or
the barrel snags on every little thing.
Durham's rifle pointing at my back .

I think of Bull

I hope lte doun' .t have
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a aound chambeaed and 1 hope he doean't atumbte .
While I walk I hope too that the starter gears in my

Chevy don't rust up this long year.

1 hope. the Jt.a.ln .t.ha.t ..i..lJ

making the jungle daakea alt the time hotda 066 -

1 hope l

make it home in a big enough piece to watch tlie aaina that
make my Chevy auat next yeaa.
I hear water .

Like sitting drunk on the Kentucky side

and seeing the lights of the ferry boat through the fog, listening:

I hear water.

I wonder how big the "blue line" is.

They are all the same size and shade of blue on the map .
All of us hear it at the same time and the whole squad stops

for a minute and listens, but soon enough we push on towards
the sound.

is sharp.

Some of the stuff that we are going through now

It reminds me a little bit of cattails but is

strictly leaves, sharp leaves that rip a couple slits into

my hands.
Next thing I know we are there.

Prophet is holding us

back from the edge a ways with his hand, but I can see through
the vines and tell that the water is running fast.

had a. c.ame.1ta:

the stream is fantastic .

maybe fifty feet wide and looks pretty deep.

It is

The jungle on

the other shore looks pruned and there is about a two foot
embankment below that must be the monsoon floods' bite for the
year.

The earth is red, so red it looks painted .

There is

not all that much more light at the stream because the canopy
reaches across .

In that yellow light and with nobody saying

i
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anything I get a f l ash.

6Ut i6 , a.n oeea.n .

BIG.

The jangle i6 Big lif,e a. de-

And powe.t6al .

I &eel like I don't, ea.n't

belong,
"Well," Peacock says,

uAnybody think Charlie is watching

from downstream?"

"Or maybe a nearsighted GI," Bull says.
"So if the first guy out starts taking M-16 fire, yell
1

Lyndon Johnson. '"
"Better yell 'Lady Bird,' even I'd shoot at somebody

ye l ling Johnson . "
11

Make it 'Bird Turd,' they ' ll know who you mean . "

"I ' m going first," Pops says, coming up and handing me
the rad i o.

He is getting his dry stuff into his hat and top-

ping up the two clips of ammo he has taped to each other for
easy unloading and quick re-loading.

the r est of us too .

Prophet comes back to

He tells CallmeBlack and me to go down-

stream ten yards and the other two guys to go upstream.

l\s

Callme and me are leaving I hear Peacock wish Pops good luck
and I can tell by the way he says it that things must be more

hairy than I figured .

It eoald be1. me wa.ding oJL 61'Jimmi119 a.eJLo66

tho6<1. 6i6ty 6eet a.nd not knowing ct1ha.t i6
,d1e.tfte.tt Clta.JLl.i.e.

,i_j

011

tlte1. otltu 6ide1., oJL

tea.-l.t-lng un.t-ll I'f"I an e.a&F .6ho.t to blotr m~r

lta.t oat 06 the w11tu .

I w.i.&h I ha.d wi6!ied Por6 good luek too .

He gets in the water real quiet and without ever taking
his eyes off the other side .

At the place he gets in, the water

is about up to his knees and he begins walking.

..::..-
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I think he looks like the star in a war movie:

walking

pretty fast now and the water is getting deeper so that he
has to hold his rifle up around his shoulders.

When he is

ha lfway across it is up to his neck and I can tell by his
struggle that walking is tough against the current.

He has

stil l never taken his eyes off the other side except once to
look both ways when he was in the middle of the river.

He is

most of the way across now and the water is getting shallower.

l·Jhen it is only up to his tits a wind blows his hat crooked
and he stumbles a little bit trying to keep it on .

l'hen he

is on the other side but as soon as he hits the shore he

disappears into the jungle.

Peacock is next and Prophet

signals CallmeBlack to start even before Peacock is across .
I get my drys into my hat .

Matches and a little bit of

pot , one full pack of cigarettes, my letter and my wallet
that is empty.

I am looking forward to getting in the water.

It seems cleaner than rain , will be like walking through a
washing machine, probably good for my Rot that is open sores
around my balls and underneath my arms where the straps of
my ruck fit.

I have the straps padded with my skivvies on

one side and part of a towel on the other; still the Rot almost aches most of the time.
Prophet gives me the sign .
gets up to my nuts.

__

___::_

Right now it is throbbing.
'l'he water is lukewarm until it

When it is up to my neck and I am hold-

ing my rifle high I can feel two layers:

a fast-moving and

warm one on top and a steady cold layer.

The bottom is soft .

__ .

-·-•:
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When I get across and out all four of them are sitting
there wringing their shirts out and watching Prophet come.
He is fast:

when he pulls out of the water some of the slime

caught in the roots along the bank clings to his ruck frame.
We spread out a little and eat salt tablets.

It feels good,

almost clean, sitting there in wet trousers with the breeze
drying me off .

Pops sets the radio up.

"OWlshit, Titbird,

he says.

11

"Titbird," the radio says back.
phone call , so casual:
11

Qn a picnic,

11

11

Then, like it is a tele-

Where ya been?

Over.

Pops says just as casual.

11

"Anybody tell

you we're coming for dinner?"
'Yup.

1

When ' s your train due?

Over . "

"We'll be coming from the Sierra, maybe two hours.
How ' s your copy?"
"Good copy.
your harden.

We ' ll have you a hole with a custom rut for

1
'

"Make the rut a foot long ,

11

Pops says.

"Youse been out there a long tirne .. . Bring a bottle.
Over . "
11

out , " Pops says.

He is smi l ing and looking at Callme

who is laughing.
1oA foot long?" Callme says.
"For you .
the y,

11

I useta see you black boys in the showers at

Bu ll says.

"We know all about how your mammy pulls

on it ever ' time she changes ycr diaper, make it grow . "

=---=--:::---
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11

May be , " Peacock says , "but I know he couldn ' t find it

on our guard last night because you were sleeping with your
mouth open . "
And a few more jokes but I don't hear them all because
I am squatting over a root or vine as big as a fencepost
taking a shit that is somewhere between green and black,
about the feel of a rotten banana.

fee l about as bored as afraid.

I am getting tired and

I keep thinking of The World,

mostly memories but more and more I am beginning to think

ahead , to getting back .

T/,e Wo1tld.

The Wo1t.C.d.

I.t <1eem<1

l.i.ke. l.i.v.i.ng .thue 601t .twe.n.ty ye<Ilt<I W<I<I <I mov.i.e now.
l.t <1eem<1

Now .

l.i.ke evuy.th.i.ng evuywhe1te <1hou.ld hold <1.t.i.ll 601t .the

ne.x.t -te.tt montfto.

I

Oe.e.l l.lke. I a.m l.i.v.lng ,in a box and play-

.i.ng wait.
iv .
Getting to the rendezvous is easy.

Mostly level ground

and the sun is getting down enough on our left side that we
walk through steam some of the time where the sun got low
enough to work on the ground that is spongy, so full of water .
Every t i me I step water squeezes out of the ground that is
mostly moss , and into the air holes of my boots .
we walk steady for over an hour.

My back is a constant

ache but I never want to rest because getting up afterwards
would be a bitch.
and use up the sun.

~-=-- ~- ·- .:.......::....:....----
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I'm tired .

And we can't afford to stop

I fall into a rhythmn that feels best,
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keep pushing my helmet liner around behind my rucksack and
take a hit out of my canteen now and then.

We keep slicing

through the steam, me keeping a good eye on our left side.
We're pretty quiet; I try to keep my rattles few.
When we come to a place where the steam seems to quit
because the floor is more dirt than moss, Pops calls Four
Squad and we must be closer than anyl.iody thought we were because Pops says we 1 ll be there in about five minutes.
The place looks like a hobo camp:
about ten yards across.

set up in a clearing

A couple shirts are hanging on vines

at the perimeter of the clearing and they've even got a tiny
fire going.

The fire is only a couple small dry sticks so

there is hardly any smoke.

A pair of boots is beside the

fire and a guy reading, laying barefooted on his poncho liner.
Another guy in another trench has a casette going but the
sound isn't loud enough to hear even from only twenty feet
away .
when we come into the clearing I don't know what the hell
to do .

None of us do, so pretty quick we are all six like

cows in a rain, bunched up.

It feels plenty awkward.

There

is one more guy in the clearing and he is leaning up against
his ruck with shades on and a joint in his hand that's as

big as a 50¢ cigar .
11

11ey, Pops," he says,

11

you guys all waiting on the bath-

room, or what?"
"Simpleton,

0

Pops says, "I didn't goddamn see you laid
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back there, you blend in with them shades, man."
They blur everything too,

11

11

the guy says, "makes it

easy to pretend I m in Hawaii smoking ' MauiWowe ee' weed, and
1

any minute now some dancing girl is gonna drop her g rass
skirt ... Need I say more?' 1
We all make our way across the clearing and into the
shade near where the trenches are dug on high ground.

It

feels goddamn good to drop the ruck and lean against it even
though the extra bandolier of ammo that I got tied on jabs
me in the kidneys and reminds me I have to piss.
"Where you guys been since Clitoris?" Peacock says.
"If you can goddamn believe it, we've been right fuckin
here for almost a week.

11

"No shit?"
11

No shit.

t he LZ .

They put us in here the day before they moved

Then we watched em take big hits for two nights now.

Where you guys been?"
"Ambush," Bull says, "Ambushed four Oinks and the Lifers
made us hump em to a convenient pickup place.
11

Believe that?"

Heard part of it on the radio, but I didn't know that

was you guys."
11

where ' s the rest of your squad?" Prophet asks, "out

on OP?"
"Four of em," Simpleton says.

"One guy saw you right

after you called us . "
11

=----
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Goddamn good thing you called when you did, the
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Larefooted guy says, coming up.

'' If Shit-For-Drains saw you

he wouldn t o ' kept it together long enough to see it was
1

Gis.

He's a jumpy rnothafucker, bothers me.
''Who's the FNG I s? ' 1 Simpleton says.

1•

Ile has his shades

tilted down now and is looking ot me and CallrneBlack.
'

York.

1

Birdseye and CallmcBlack, this is Simpleton from New

And that hillbilly fucker there without any shoes is

Clemson from Montana.

Birdseye is from Ohio and Callme is

from Mississippi ,'' Pops says.
Ne all shake hands and Simpleton lights the stogie joint.

Cal l me goes over to the guy we didn't meet who is Black. .
guys come in off OP.
Alabama.

Tu•o

One is from Queens and one is from

'l'hey 'r e Black too and really loaded.

Just before

the sun is gone the other two guys come so there are thirteen of us sitting around the five trenches.

It is going to

be three guys to a hole so we decide to pull guard in threes.
I'm in the last hole so me and CallmeBlack and one guy from
Four Squad will be pulling last guard.

The cassette is

grind i ng dead on the old bat·teries from the radio, so somebody changes the radio batteries and hooks the used ones to
the cassette.

Joe Cocker.

Then Sly and the Family Stone.

Meanwhile there is a lot of dope going around so by the time
the second cassette is done I can barely roll off my ruck and
into my ho l e .
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v.
OP s are Observation Points in the light and Listening
1

Posts--LP I s--at night.

'fhe three of us follow one of the

guards we are relieving back to the LP when he wakes us up at
four.

We go about the same direction we came from the river.

It takes above five minutes to get out there and when we do

the other two guards are smoking dope.
11

Narne is Pantsload," the guy from Four Squad says.

His

voice is sort of high and he speaks really clear, like he is
a teacher or something.
"Gabe.

11

"CallrneBlack."
'1

How long you been here?"

"l·!e're FNG's.

How about you? 11

"Been here about five months.
lil:e a Fuckin New Guy rn' self though.

Sometimes I still feel
Were you guys out here

when the z got hit?''
"Last night,· · I say.

"We ambushed four Oinks.

But we

were on the Z when Charlie hit the day before."
11

Bad?"

"Not too bad,

11

Callme says, "Wounded one o' our squad

but most of the shit was on the other side.,.

"A thing just like that, about four and a half months
ago, I got my nickname," Pantsload says.

11

1\. guy who was short

as hell and me got pinned down on one side o' a hill and

couldn't get up and couldn't get any support guns in.

.;--
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my pants and Martin , the guy was with me, said I just got my
nickname.

Right after that he moved a little and the sniper

got him through the shoulder .
"No shit," Callme says.

11

I can tell he feels as uncom-

fortable as I feel for some reason that has to do with Pants-

load telling us this.

"Did he make it?"
11

Yeah, he <lid.

call.

I got a letter from him just last mail

Ee's back in The World and is out of the Army .

Happy

fuck.er , he is . "
"To be out . ... "
1

''fwo hundred days,., Pantsloacl says.

"1'1.h Uon't wanna talk about it," Callme says.

Me and him

are still over 300.
"When do you quit feeling like a Fuckin New Guy here?''

"As soon as you get somebody newer'n you in,
says .

11

Pantsload

"Soon as you see some newby walking around you know

you 1 re a

' FOG' because that new dude can't tell how long you

been here .

Remember when you first came and everybody was

dirty as everybody else but you.

\·/hen you first get here you

don't know how long anybody else has been here, that's the
whole reason you feel like a r1'!G, get it?"
"Next thing I know I ' ll be figurin when my replacement

gets drafted."
11

month .

Yeah , you will , •• he says .
11

I
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''Maybe the war will be over by then."
"Maybe chickens have lips."
It is getting more and more light.

All around us begins

to look vaguely like a giant box of see-through macaroni.

It

is only barely lighter than dark and everything looks the same
shape.

There are a few birds but they are mostly high up in

the canopy and sound muffled.
and weak.

Pantsload has nodded out and me and CallmeBlack are

watching opposite ways.
for.

Maybe they are only half awake

I could not say what I am watching

Something moving maybe.

Something other than these el-

bow macaroni shapes that bend away to eternity:
wind and thP. vines are all still.
thing running around;

there is no

I can hear rats or some-

some of them sound pretty big.

It gets

light enough that the blacks and grays turn into greens and
yellows and the elbows straighten into vines and jungle plants.

The birds get louder and begin to fly around.
a parrot.

I think I see

A b-i.Jtd <t6 b1t-i.g ht <t6 a bov.g lit blanket.

Pantsload wakes up again and when I look at him he smiles

boylike, rearranging his hat a little and lights a smoke.
none of us say anything for another ten minutes.
soaking up the sunrise.
white.

Fine.

More.

But
I'm

Mostly yellow then blue or

There is steam coming off the floor again and the

light rents the green fog in layers and points that are straight
so contrast with the forty-seven-ford shapes of the jungle.
11

-.-

-~ -
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'

Let's go back," Pantsload says.
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And when "-'e get back we all eat and somehow the rest of
Pantsload 1 s story comes up:

after the guy he was with got

hit Pantsload crawled out to blow the sniper away with a

frag .

Pantsload is in for a Silver Star and says if he gets

one he will pin it through his left nipple, rig up a light to
his other nipple and advertise in the LA Free Press as a warhero turned into pinball machine which is funny until every-

body starts picking it apart.

11

You run on l\C or DC? 11

:

[ .. . bell6 ,rnd bl-lnk6 bent Coney I6la.nd AJLea.de -i.n.to a

n-i.gh.tmaJLe 6oJL .tlte 6-i.JL6.t 6ew m-i.nu.te6 I wa.6 .tl,ue, dJLu11keJL .tlta.11
evu beooJLe

Ott

Ken.tueku Sh-i.ne and evuy.th-i.ng a g-i.an.t hoJLJLO)I.

ehambu/my m-i.11d cva6 wJL011g/wlt-i.le th-i.JL.ty people mo6.tly llood6
eJLowded all .the qame maelt-i.nu a11d 6ome pun/, wlc-i.6.tled at mu
eould ge.t my dJLunk m-i.nd
aJLound and next I /mow I lobbed lt-i.m a JLOund-hou6e .tlta.t eaugl,.t
.the bone ,i.n 6JLon.t 06 lt-i.6 ea.JL and knoeked lt-i.m hal6 aeJLo66 one

06 tlte bowl-i.ng maelt-i.nu.

fie had a kn-i.6e and got me l-i.gh.t -i.n

a 6houldu and be6oJLe .the eop6 eame I had h-i.6 head open by a

leg 066 a 6.tool.

In .tlte lto6p-i..tal and undu aJLJLe6.t -i..t ea.me .to

me he would've k-i.lled me, and v-i.ee veJL6a •.•. J
I go on eating and flashing back to Coney Island.

Some

of the rest of them are eating too and some are still asleep

but it is getting hotter and hotter fast and before I finish
eating most of them are waking up sweating.

All of a sudden

it feels ultra fuckin hot and my Rot begins to really bother
me.

It itches but the itch is so bad it feels like pain .

~ - - ----=----:7
·_.- ~
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get my clothes off to air my balls out then borrow Pops'
salve when he's done,

standing there with only his hat on

and the salve drying white in an arch from one knee to the
other.
11

Don 1 t get yourself excited putting that salve on,

Birdseye," he says .
11

1 noticed it was taking you a long time when you had

your back turned."
"Picking my scabs," he says.
The salve burns.

My Rot is spread down both legs about

half way to my knees now and the lowest part isn't scabbed
yet and putting the salve on is like getting gas in your eye.
I want to scream for the couple minutes it hurts the worst.
Two pairs of guys are out on OP and Simpleton and Prophet

are talking together by where the fire was.
his pants on like he has a bad sunburn.

Pops is pulling

Peacock, CallrneBlack,

Pantsload and two other guys are in the shadows.
the dope they I re smoking.

I can smell

'l.'hen Prophet waves me over to the

big group and Pops comes too.
11

'1'here is no use beating around the bush," Prophet says,

"the Lifers are pulling some dumb-ass shit, like making us
hump them bodies in and leaving you guys in the same spot for
this long-- 11
11

1 hear y

11

Kill some of em,

1

talkin'," one black guys says.
11

another guy says.

"Killing and fru.gging don 1 t have to be the same thing,"

--4-... - _ .~____II____LJ
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Pop~ says.

"There y' go, there 1 y go, Pops," Simpleton says it and
lights another joint.

The•e guy• a4e talking jive. Almo•t code 06 •ome kind.
I get the fee l ing I've been here before .

lil,e l ' ve been thAougl, thi•

M

Vej a vu.

d4eamed it.

It • eem•

l.!aybe 1 /mew it

would be like .thi•--04 1 hoped--and 1 n·on't h1tve to •1ty anything.

hope they don ' t a•k me anything.

could •ay ye• and

1 don ' t think

know 1 couldn't •ay no.

04 i• it the

othu way aAound?
"Man," one guy says , "if we just pin a frag and drop it
on the Lifer they'll just send us another one as bad and ro-

tate that guy to another unit."
"Barker's right ,

11

another guy from Four Squad says .

"Right now all we wanna know is if you guys will chip in

on the bounty," Prophet says .
"It I s worth ten bucks to me,
more than that.

11

Simpleton says .

''Even

I'm gettin way too short to be humping out

here, l et alone being a fuckin bait target .

1'

"I don 't think we should chip in until we know what ' s

what .

11

"What?"
11

Like, let ' s say ten bucks

over and five

apiece if we fuck the gu~{

apiece if we just warn him .

Let ' s hurt the

fucker, maybe throw a trip-flare into his hootch just to
burn him ."
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"He's right, man, we should get a particular dude , or

that guy will just go fuck with some other guys like us .

It

won't do any good unless we teach him a lesson . "

"Why don't we just pile on the asshole some night .
About ten guys just catch him and beat the shit out of him.
I ' d l ike to punch his lights out because he humbled us , "
Peacock says .
11

They don't goddamn treat us human," Bull says .

"Well," Pops says,

11

for this time , I say we pin a frag

and throw it in his hootch, then if we get another gung-ho

fucker we' 11 do something else.

11

It is slow in corning but everybody eventually agrees .

Somebody asks if we are going in to the z today and nobody
knows so Prophet and Simpleton go over to the radio.

I am

still sitting there naked with my legs apart to dry the salve
when Simpleton comes back and says we can head in right away.

So we do and it is sunny and hot as hell most of the way
back .

Just about the time we can see the Z a fast shower

soaks us .

t•;hen we get back everything is muddy and the hole

Pr ophet , me, and Pops began is six inches full of water .
There is nothing to do but pretend it isn't there and go on
digging. All afternoon we slop mud into sandbags and by the
time we quit to eat the walls around the hol e are anoth e r
t hree l ayers high.

Callme and Pops disappear a couple times

and when Pops comes back the last time Prophet and me are just
sitting down to a bowl and some C 1 s .
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"Callme is all set, " Pops says.
"I hope that Captain Beaver is just beating his meat

when Callme drops him the message, " Prophet says.

"Yeah , maybe he' 11 jerk it all the way off. "
11

I hope they ship the fucker out afterwards.

can afford to have him killed 'til payday.

None of us

0

I can't tell .i.6 lie .i.~ jok.i.119.
In another hour it is dark but e:x:tra warm .

'l'he LZ looks

like some kind of huge snail in the starlight that is plenty
because there aren't any clouds.
round.

The hill is longer than

'l'here are some weak lights here and there on the Z;

guys are still digging and a couple hootches are ready for
the roofs.

I don't feel all that tired but I know there is

no use working because we can't get a roof on and a hole is a
hole is a hole without a roof.

Pops and Prophet are gone

somewhere and I am half stoned from a bowl we did at supper.

I can hear the shovels from a hootch towards the middle
of the hill .

Most of the holes on this side of the hill

aren't any deeper than ours and dudes are sitting around.

Down lower on the point is the pad and some of the hootches
down there have roofs on them.
Captain's .

I wonder which one is the

I wonder \..-ho built it for him while he was flying

around and we were humping parts of Dinks in the rain .
der which hole is the one CallmeJ1 l ack is living in.

I won-

I wonder

if he is sleeping and whether he double-pinned the grenade yet.

Glossary
Short - To most of the men in Vietnam, 11 getting short(er) 11
is what it is all about. An ordinary tour of duty
during the war is one year. The longer one is there,
the shorter he is--i.e. the less time left to serve .
l\. "Shorttimer" is anyone who has completed most of
his tour of duty . A 11 double-digit-midget" is someone
who has less than 100 days.
Grunt - l\ term for the footsoldier, a man in the Field, one
who carries a rifle and is most likely to see action.
An Infantryman.
Lifer - A career Army man.

Used to refer to those in command.

Eltee - l\. lieutenant (LT . ).
Sometimes used as a form of address, such as Eltee Jones,
This term is mostly
used by EHs (Enlisted Men) and is not necessarily
perjorative .
"Lima 'I'ango" is radio code for LT.
11

Utes -

11

Short for "Utilities . 11 The uniforms t\·orn by GI' s in
Vietnam are Jungle Utilities.

Concertina - A kind of barbed wire . The barbs of the wire are
razor-sharp and concertina wire is strung around a
perimeter as defense , usually in threes, i.e. one roll
on top of two others.
Hootch - A grunt's 11 housc 11 in the Field. Usually built by
digging a hole approximately four feet deep with a
wall of full sandbags around the hole and a roof constructed of logs laid across the hole, then covered
with two or three layers of sandbags, 3-5 men in each
hootch .
LZ -

Landing zone. The term for the base of operations in
the Field. Also called Fire Support Base. An LZ is
normally cut out of the jungle on top of a hill or
small mountain.
Each Field Battalion usually has an
LZ and there may be 80-100 hootches for the Infantrymen and an Artillery Battery, which is ordinarily
five 105mm howitzers.

LBJ -

Long Binh Jail.
147
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Dustoff - An ambulance helicopter.
V.C . -

Viet Cong.
tic

Mostly South Vietnamese who are sympathe-

(and/or mercenaries) to the North Vietnamese

Army (N.V.A.).
Z/DMZ - Demilitarized Zone.

Separates North and South Vietnam.

S.R.R . P. - Short Range Reconnaisance Patrol. The patrols
made by a squad of men . A squad is a division of a
platoon and is at full strength with six men.
SRRPs
originate from LZs and ordinarily are two or three

days. A SRRP would usually travel between eight and
fifteen klH:s. A "klik" is slang for a kilometer
(1000 meters).
-

Point - The first man in a patrol, the one who leads through
the jungle.
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